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Quarterly Issues and Programs Report 
 

Through formal and informal ascertainment of the general public, community 
leaders, public officials – inclusive of different ethnic organizations and service 
organizations, the following list emerged as issues needing media attention and 
support. 
 
The programs produced to meet the needs of the public included locally produced 
shows and newscasts as well as national programs, public service announcement 
campaigns and sales marketing campaigns. 
 

Community Issues 
 

Accidents and Disasters    Environment 
 

Business & Industry     Foreign News 
 
Children & Youth     Funerals and Memorials 
 
Consumer      Government and Politics 
 
Court and Legal Decisions    Health and Medical 
 
Crime and Law Enforcement   Housing 
 
Cultural       Immigration 
 
Deaths       Lifestyle 
 
Diversity      Poverty 
 
Education      Religion 
 
Elderly-Seniors-Retirement    Safety 
 
Employment/Labor     Technology 
 
Entertainment      Transportation 



Regularly Scheduled Programs 
 

Our locally produced, regularly scheduled programs are aired specifically to 
address community issues, concerns and needs.  The programs are as follows: 
 
 NBC5 News – Daily Local News Programs 

WMAQ’s daily newscasts devote considerable time to local issues 
and community problems.  Regularly scheduled newscasts include: 

 

Program Time Days 
NBC5 News Today 4:00-4:30am Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News Today 4:30-5:00am Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News Today 5:00-5:30am Monday-Friday 
NBC5 News Today 5:30-6:00am Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News Today 6:00-7:00am Monday-Friday 
NBC5 News Today 11:00a-12:00pm Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News 4:00-5:00pm Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News 5:00-5:30pm Monday-Friday 
NBC5 News 6:00-6:30pm Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News 10:00-10:30pm Monday-Friday 
   

NBC5 News Today 5:00-6:00am Saturday 
NBC5 News Today 6:00-7:00am Saturday 

NBC5 News Today 9:00-10:00am Saturday 

NBC5 News 5:00-5:30pm Saturday 

NBC5 News 10:00-10:30pm Saturday 

   
NBC5 News Today 5:00-6:00am Sunday 

NBC5 News Today 6:00-7:00am Sunday 

NBC5 News Today 8:00-9:00am Sunday 
NBC5 News Today 10:00-10:30am Sunday 

NBC5 News 5:00-5:30pm Sunday 
NBC5 News 10:00-10:30pm Sunday 

 

 

 



MONDAY, APRIL 3, 2017  
  
CRIME- WOMAN ASSAULT- PORTAGE, INDIANA- 10pm PKG- Police put out a warning after a woman 
was sexually assaulted in broad daylight in Portage, Indiana. She was visiting the park when she was 
exiting a port-a-potty and a man pushed her back inside and assaulted her. Police say the man had a 
gun, and was able to flee after the assault. Natalie Martinez- Runs 1:55  
  
SPORTS- WHITE SOX OPENING DAY - 4PM/6PM PKG- White Sox fans came out in droves for opening 
day, only to have it postponed after they got there. The White Sox said heavy rain caused the 
postponement, and will honor the tickets tomorrow. All those who bought parking will also get to park 
for free. Christian Farr- Runs 3:38 
  
ENTERTAINMENT- CUBS FOOD- VO- Chicago Cubs will hold their season opener in a week, but today 
showed off their latest food and drink offerings. Runs :30  
  
ENTERTAINMENT- CHICAGO BLUES LEGEND DIES- CHICAGO 430PM PKG- Chicago Blues Legend Lonnie 
Brooks has died. LeeAnn Trotter takes a look back at his life and influence on blues music. LeeAnn 
Trotter- Runs 1:51 
  
CONSUMER- KIDS IN DANGER REPORT- CHICAGO 430PM PKG- Consumer groups give their annual 
report card on dangerous children’s products still on the store shelves. The groups say companies are 
doing an effective job using social media about recalls, but still wait too long after injuries occur to call 
for a recall. Chris Coffey- Runs 2:17  
  
IMMIGRATION- DEPORTATION FEARS- CHICAGO -6PM PKG –Community leaders in Little Village say 
deportation fears have impacted businesses. They fear that undocumented immigrants are afraid to 
venture far from their homes, and the local economy is taking a hit.  Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 1:45    
 
TUESDAY, APRIL 4, 2017  
 
ACCIDENT- CPD FATAL CRASH- CHICAGO-4PMPKG  
A deadly crash between a police car and another vehicle leaves a civilian driver dead. It happened in the 
south side as police were responding to a shooting. The driver of the car was three miles from his home 
when police responding to shots fired collided with him. Ash Har Quraishi- Runs 1:53  
  
ECONOMY- EQUAL PAY DAY- CHICAGO- 4PM- Today is equal pay day, a day where women and men 
learn about the inequalities between men and women when it comes to pay. Today, a rally took place in 
the Daley Plaza.  Runs 1:27  
  
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- TIMELESS GIFTS- CHICAGO-4PM PKG – A singer who is helping other aspiring 
musicians by offering a place to learn and perform. LeeAnn Trotter- Runs 1:30 
  
CRIME- GARY WOMAN HIT AND RUN-  430PM PKG /6pm 
A northwest Indiana family is demanding answers from the police after their mother disappears, and 
turns out she was in a deadly accident. The woman was declared dead Sunday night and the family 
didn’t find out until Monday at 7pm. Chris Coffey 3:32 
  
CONSUMER NBC RESPONDS –DRYER FIRES  430PMPKG – 



A number of fires in Electrolux clothes dryers got the attention of investigators.  At first they thought lint 
was the cause, but when the lint got trapped in a place consumers couldn’t see or reach and very close 
to a heating source… Allstate started getting involved. They went after the Electrolux company for all 
the payments they made in similar fire claims, 3.6 million dollars, involving  44 fires in 32 Illinois cities. 
Electrolux is fighting the claims but did eventually come to a settlement with consumer. Lisa Parker- 
Runs 2:26  
  
ELECTIONS- SUBURBAN  ELECTIONS- AHERN- 6PM PKG –Today is election day in several  suburbs, but 
one that is being watched closely has ties to national politics. Mayor Roger Claar is getting pushback for 
inviting President Trump to Bolingbrook for a fundraiser. And residents in the town say it’s going to be a 
close race for the long-term mayor. Mary Ann Ahern-Runs 1:51  
  
 WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5, 2017 
  
WEATHER- HAZARDOUS WEATHER- ILLINOIS- 6pm and 10pm PKG- Heavy winds and rain are expected 
in the area, potentially so  dangerous they could replicate the flooding on Lake Shore Drive seen in 
October of 2014. City and State officials are preparing for the heavy rain by closing off the beach running 
trails, and putting up warning signs for potential flooding. Winds could be clocked as high as 50-60 miles 
an hour overnight and in the morning. Chris Hush- Runs 3:45 
 
EDUCATION- NEIU CANCELS CLASSES -10V0S0T  Northwest Illinois University cancels three days of 
classes due to the state's budget shortfall. They also say they may face more cuts in classes due to the 
lack of a state budget. Runs :45   
  
EDUCATION- CPS EDUCATION PLAN - 6PM PKG- The Mayor unveiled a new plan that ensures that 
students have a plan after graduation. It's called Learn. Plan. Succeed. and forces all students at Chicago 
public schools to demonstrate when they graduate an acceptance letter into a college, trade school, 
military, job or apprenticeship. It even allows a gap year acceptance letter in order to graduate from 
High School. Mary Ann Ahern- runs 2:15 
 
THURSDAY, APRIL 6, 2017 
 
LAW ENFORCEMENT- EDDIE JOHNSON GREEN CASE- CHICAGO- 6pm PKG - Superintentendent Eddie 
Johnson testified in a police shooting case from 2013. At issue is the shooting of a 17 year old Christian 
Green shot 11 times in the back. Johnson was the supervisor at the time of the shooting and signed off 
on it as justified. Today he took the stand explaining how he came to the conclusion the shooting was 
justified. Phil Rogers- Runs 2:24 
 
  
POLITICS- JB PRITZKER- GOVERNOR ANNOUNCEMENT-5PM/ 6PM PKG-Billionaire JB Pritzker threw his 
hat in the ring to be the nominee for the Democratic Governor’s race. He joins another well- known 
millionaire, Chris Kennedy, and several other politicians vying for the seat. Today he made his plans 
official- never naming his democratic rivals but only focusing on the sitting governor, Republican 
billionaire Bruce Rauner- Mary Ann Ahern-Runs 1:31 AND 1:35  
  
  
CRIME- WRONGFUL CONVICTED HEARING- DEKALB- 5PM VOSOT - 



Jack McCoullough, a man wrongfully convicted for a murder 55 years ago, is asking for the judge to grant 
him certificate of innocence. Jack Mccollough took the stand Thursday, asking for his good name back. 
He was convicted of murdering 7 year old Maria Rudolph, but the conviction was thrown out based on 
new evidence. Christian Farr-Runs 1:45   
  
  
SAFETY/TRANSPORTATION-TORONTO/CHICAGO- 10PM PKG- A fake improvised explosive device, or 
IED, was found in the luggage of one passenger on a Chicago bound United airlines flight on Thursday. 
Passengers were kept on the tarmac for hours during the investigation. Police finally let passengers head 
to Chicago after clearing the scene. Trina Orlando-Runs 2:13  
  
FRIDAY, APRIL 7, 2017  
 
EDUCATION/CRIME- PALOS HEIGHTS TEACHER- PALOS HEIGHTS- 10PM PKG- A Palos Heights teacher is 
accused of sexual contact with a student at a Christian High School. The Chicago Christian High School 
has suspended the teacher, while police have not charged her in any crime. Natalie Martinez- Runs 1:46  
  
SAFETY- CHOKING CHILD- ALSIP – 10PM PKG- A mother is asking for the public's help in finding a Good 
Samaritan who helped save her child. The mom and child were at an Alsip Subway when the child 
started choking in his stroller. The Good Samaritan took him out of his stroller, and was able to dislodge 
the food from his throat. While the mother went to the bathroom to clean up the child, the Good 
Samaritan left. Trina Orlando-Runs 1:49   
  
CRIME- BERWYN HOMICIDES ARREST- BERWYN - 10PM PKG 
A Schaumburg man is in custody following the double murder of a Berwyn couple. The couple was found 
dead in their Berwyn home last week. Police were able to find the suspect, who later confessed to the 
crime. Ash-Har Quraishi-Runs 1:40  
  
SPORTS- CUBS HOME OPENER PREVIEW –CHICAGO - 6PM PKG-  
Today the Office of Emergency Management reminded people of the changes taking place at Wrigley 
Field before Monday’s home opener. Some of the changes include: more security, less truck traffic, road 
closures and increased parking costs.  Regina Waldroup- Runs 1:35  
  
LAW ENFORCEMENT- FORMER TOP COP INTERVIEW- CHICAGO-5PKG- Today former top cop Garry 
McCarthy took to the airwaves to talk about his experience as a the former Superintendent of Chicago 
Police. He spoke about no regrets on how he worked with the community, his relationship and ultimate 
firing by Rahm Emanuel. He also mentioned he has not ruled out political aspirations. Mary Ann Ahern- 
Runs 2:24 
  
IMMIGRATION- SYRIAN ATTACK REACTION-CHICAGO5PM PKG- A local Syrian family speaks about how 
they are adapting to Chicago life after leaving their home in Syria. Their thoughts are shared after 
President Trump ordered missile attacks on their homeland at an airport in Western Syria Thursday. 
Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:26 
 
MONDAY, APRIL 10, 2017 
SPORTS- CUBS HOME OPENER-10PM PKG-  
The Chicago Cubs return to Wrigley field and their fans for their first home opening game following last 
year's World Series Championship win. They are treated with a special banner raising ceremony along 



with celebration inside and outside the park. Today also marks the day that the Cubs owners unveiled 
the new outdoor plaza for fans outside the stadium.  Trina Orlando- Runs 1:53 
  
SPORTS- CUBS OPENER PREVIEW- CHICAGO  LIVE 5A- 7A- Today the Cubs previewed what to expect for 
their home opener inside and outside the park- with information on the new open air plaza, food items, 
the World Series Banner and food giveaways. Lauren Petty-Runs 6:00 
  
CRIME- JUDGE KILLED- CHICAGO- 6pm/10PM PKG-  
A Cook County Judge, Raymond Myles, was shot and killed with his wife on the city's Southside this 
morning. The Federal Bureau of Investigation has put up a $25-thousand dollar reward for the capture 
and prosecution of the suspect. Judge Myles has had several famous cases in his courtroom including 
the murder of Jennifer Hudson's nephew. Police believe the suspect was trying to break into the garage 
at the time of the shooting. The FBI has offered a t 25-thousand dollar reward for information leading to 
arrest and conviction of the shooting. CHRISTIAN FARR- Natalie Martinez- Runs 3:38 
  
TRANSPORTATION- UNITED PASSENGER REMOVED- CHICAGO- 11A PKG-  
New video emerged overnight on social media, showing Department of Aviation officials dragging a man 
off the airplane following United Airline's announcement they would force passengers to leave the plane 
because they overbooked it. United is now saying they condemn the act by the police, and apologize 
to passengers. But Congressmen Schakowsky says United shouldn't pass the buck, blaming the police 
when United overbooked the flight and forced passengers to give up their seat. Susan Carlson - 2:05  
  
NORTHWESTERN ROWER MISSING- SKOKIE- 430PM PKG-  
A Northwestern rowing athlete is missing following practice on the Skokie Canal this morning. Dive 
crews spent the day searching for the freshman who was practicing with his team when the boat 
overturned because of higher than usual waves. Northwestern University said the rowers don't usually 
wear life jackets because it hampers their movements in the sport. The fire department is now saying 
this is a recovery mission, after searching all day. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:02 
 
TUESDAY, APRIL 11, 2017  
TRANSPORTATION- UNITED FALLOUT- CHICAGO –10PM PKG-  
United Airlines faces more fallout from security officers after dragging a passenger off a flight Sunday 
night. Tonight, a rally happened where Congresswoman Schakowsky and others protested the Airlines. 
Reverend Jackson jumped into the nationwide protest saying seeing the video totally disgusted him 
along with others. He’s calling for picketing the airlines tomorrow. And they’ve identified the passenger 
as Dr. David Do a from Kentucky. CHRIS HUSH- Runs  1:53 
  
CRIME- GIZMOS ATTACK- Orland Park – 10pm PKG  
Man charged after disturbance at Gizmos in Orland Park. It started when the man caused a disturbance 
at the entertainment center so police were called. That’s when video shows him yelling and spitting at 
officers. Parents and witnesses share what happened. Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:01  
  
SPORT -CUBS FUN- CHICAGO   6PM/10PM PKG-  
After yesterday’s banner ceremony, Manager and players have a day off enjoying some photo shoots 
and hitting baseballs into the river. Today the World Series rings were also delivered to the stadium 
before tomorrow’s ring ceremony . Trina Orlando- Runs 3:21  
  
TRANSPORTATION- PASSENGER RIGHTS- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG –  



What rights do passengers have, now that they’ve seen the viral video of a passenger getting dragged 
off a United flight in Chicago? Some might not know that airlines have the right to make passengers 
give up their seats, as one transportation experts say, but it’s how they do it, is what’s under debate. 
Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 1:41  
  
 
 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12, 2017  
 
ENVIRONMENT- INDY CHEMICAL SPILL-INDIANA DUNES -   - 4PM /6PM PKG – 
Beaches and parks at Indiana Dunes are closed due to a chemical spill at the Burns Waterway. A pipe 
failed, at the U.S. Steel plant allowing a chemical called hexavalent chromium to get into the waterway. 
Senior scientist talks about the potential dangers. Ash-Har Quraishi- Runs 4:58 
  
CRIME - MCDANIELS COURT-RELEASE- COOK COUNTY 6PM-  
 A Chicago man is claiming a police frame-up landed him in jail for a crime he didn’t commit. Anthony 
McDaniel’s sys he was framed for a gun charge that he didn’t commit and the man who framed him has 
been convicted of shaking down innocent men. Today, McDaniel’s went to court. Phil Rogers Runs 2:23  
  
TRANSPORTATION- UNITED DRAGGED PASSENGERS- CHICAGO - 10PMPKG-  
United Airlines announced they are refunding all customers on flight 3411 after a doctor was dragged 
out of the plane from his seat. Also two more aviation officers are suspended following the incident. 
Chris Hush-Runs 2:11  
 
SPORTS- CUBS RINGS- CHICAGO- 6P VOSOT-  
The Cubs receive championship rings in Wrigley Field ceremony .The baseball team was given crowning 
jewels before their game tonight.  Kaylee Dionne- Runs -1:40    
  
TERRORISM - ISIS ARREST-ZION-  10PM PKG  
2 suburban men conspired with ISIS, discussed attack on Naval base. Today the men went to court. 
According to the Department of Justice, the men purchased cell phones to be used as detonating 
explosives and discussed an attack on the nearby Naval base. Natalie Martinez-Runs 1:48  

CRIME- COOK COUNTY JUDGE KILLED- COOK COUNTY – 10PM PKG   
Police have charged a 37- year old  man in the fatal shooting death of a Chicago judge. Joshua Smith was 
charged but police believe he was not the gunman who killed the judge and his girlfriend. Trina 
Martinez- Runs 2:03  
  
LAW ENFORCEMENT- MCCULLOUGH INNOCENCE - DEKALB- 6PMPKG – 
A judge grants a certificate of innocence to Jack McCullough in the 1957 shooting and killing of a seven 
year old child. Jack McCullough was wrongfully convicted in Maria Rudolph in 1957 but new evidence 
reversed that conviction. Now with this certificate, McCullough can sue the state. Chris Coffey- Runs 
1:49  
  
THURSDAY, APRIL 13, 2017  
TRANSPORATION- UNITED PASSENGER ATTORNEY PRESSER- CHICAGO -  4pm/5pm  /6pm  
The doctor dragged off the United Airline flight in Chicago continues to recuperate while his daughter 
and lawyers hold a news conference. New information came out of the news conference saying the 



doctor suffered lost teeth, and a concussion as some of the injuries endured from the incident. 
Meantime, United Airlines says they are reaching out to him and have offered all passengers on that 
flight a full refund. Charlie Wojciechowski – Runs 6:14  
  
SPORTS -BLACKHAWKS FANS  CHICAGO- 4PM -   
Fans gather tonight outside of United Center before game one of the NHL Playoffs. Meantime, local 
restaurants are getting in on the fun, with one adding a Nashville Predators rug for fans to wipe their 
feet on. Kaylee Dionne- Runs 1:38 
  
ENVIRONMENT - ELGIN TREES- ELGIN – 5PM PKG- Neighbors are angry that Nicor Gas wants to take 
down dozens of trees in their neighborhood . Nicor says they need it for the safety of their gas mains, 
but neighbors say they were never included in the discussion. Some of the trees are over 100 years old. 
Ash Har Quraishi- Runs  2:07 
  
CRIME- JUDGE KILLED/ ARREST HEARING-COOK COUNTY-6PM PKG    
Today the getaway car driver arrested in the death of Judge Myles on Monday morning is in court. The 
judge has denied Joshua Jones bond. Meantime, police are still searching for the gunmen in the fatal 
shooting. New information connects the suspect to the girlfriend’s ex-boyfriend behind the fatal 
shooting. Christian Farr- Runs 1:48 
 
FRIDAY, APRIL 14, 2017 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- COIN DONATION TO CHURCH- INDIANA - 6pmPKG-  
A generous woman donates a three-hundred thousand dollar rare coin for a church who can complete 
its renovation. Today the Pastor and the donator talk about the need for charity. Ash-Har Quraishi- Runs 
2:13 
 
TRANSPORTATION-UNITED- DOCTOR DRAGGED - CHICAGO- 10pm PKG-  
Today after nearly a week of controversy, a United Airlines internal memo leak shows the airline is 
changing their policy to make sure that crews do not replace paying customers unless they volunteer to 
give up their seat. Trina Orlando 2:02  
 
CRIME- DAYCARE ARRESTS- MERRILLVILLE- 4pmPKG  
Three daycare workers arrested after police found unclean conditions, alcohol and weapons inside a 
working daycare. Neighbors talk about how they've been concerned for those kids. Regina Waldrop- 
Runs 2:03  
 
MONDAY , APRIL 17, 2017  
 
TRANSPORTATION-STREET PAVING- CHICAGO- 4pm/5PM  PKG  
It's paving season  for the streets of Chicago, and even though we had a mild winter, there are plenty of 
roads that need fixing. The Mayor joined the Streets and Sanitation workers on one of the road ways to 
talk about the jobs it provides and keeping the streets safe. Residents in the area say it's a welcome 
change, and talk about how they've ruined tires on this stretch of roads because of the dangerous 
potholes. Christian Farr Runs 3:59 
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- CHARITIES RED NOSE DAY- ILLINOIS- 430PKG –  



Walgreens is partnering up with NBC5 to battle child poverty. The Red Nose Day has raised tens of 
millions of dollars over the last few years. Lee Ann Trotter takes a  look at a local food pantry that will 
benefit from this year’s event. Lee Ann Trotter- Runs  1:35  
 
WEATHER-SPRING PLANTINGS- 5PM PKG BYRON-  
Even though it's beautiful outside today with temperatures in the 70's, the next week shows colder 
weather. So when is the right time to plant for your spring flowers? Byron Miranda meets with one 
horticulturist who gives some sage advice on spring planting timing. Byron Miranda- Runs 1:21 
 
 
TUESDAY, APRIL 18,. 2017  
 
CRIME-  SCHAUMBURG MURDER- SCHAUMBURG-10PKG- 
No one is in custody in the murder of a 24 year old Schaumburg woman. Police were called after the 
victim didn’t show up for Easter events. Her family said she was a bartender and was also very involved 
in her church. Tiffany Thrasher was found strangled to death inside her apartment building. Natalie 
Martinez- Runs 1:51 
 
GOVERNMENT- PARTY BUS ORDINANCE-CHICAGO  - 10PKG  
Chicago City council plans to enact new crackdowns for Illegal party buses. This comes after a number of 
violent incidents on party buses. Today, Chicago police spoke out against the buses not having enough 
security and other issues. But one thing they didn’t emphasize-concealed carry on buses. Trina Orlando- 
Runs- 1:57 
 
ANIMALS- TERRIER RESCUED- CHICAGO- 6PM PKG – Callie the terrier is making progress after being 
thrown off a Chicago balcony and left for dead. Today, her foster parent shows us her rehabilitation. 
Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:34  
 
INVESTIGATIVE- CHICAGO POLICE SHOOTING- CHICAGO - 5PM PKG 
The Illinois Attorney General is calling for documents that the city of Chicago has withheld to be made 
public. The documents involve a police shooting of a 16 year old Warren Robinson, shot as he hid under 
a car in the 8700 block of South Sangamon in 2014. At the time, the police called it justified, but in a 12- 
page decision, the Attorney General ruled Chicago police violated the Freedom of Information Act by 
denying some public records. Carol Marin- Runs 3:25  
 
POLITICS- TRUMP IN KENOSHA- AHERN 4PM/6PM  
President Donald Trump made a visit to Snap On Tools to promote his latest pitch to Buy 
American.  During his speech at the manufacturer, the President signed an order that targets high skilled 
worker visa program. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs  5:05  
 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 20, 2017 
 
CRIME-EXPRESSWAY SHOOTING- CHICAGO- 10PM 6PM PKG-  
A shooting on the ramp going onto Interstate 94 near Chinatown killed a man, and led to a police chase 
in which two officers and two civilians were injured in a crash.  Police are still searching for the suspects 
in the shooting and the two officers and one person were taken to the hospital with non-life threatening 
injuries. The highway was shut down for hours because of the crime. Trina Orlando Runs 3:00 
 



CONSUMER-CUB LANDLINES- ILLINOIS-  4PM PKG  
AT&T wants to charge extra for Illinois residents that use a landline in their home. They say the 
maintenance of landlines is costing too much, and that 99 percent of phone users have switched to cell 
phone usage. But Consumer Utility officials and seniors held a news conference saying cell phones have 
proven to be unreliable in storms and that they depend on their landlines for communication, and 
shouldn't be penalized for using them. Christian Farr-runs 2:18 
 
ENVIRONMENT- EAST CHICAGO LEAD- EAST CHICAGO - 5PM PKG-  
Residents welcomed the new Head of the Environmental Protection Agency, Scott Pruitt to East Chicago 
to show him first-hand the issue they are dealing with involving lead in their water. Pruitt was greeted, 
however, with protesters saying he should do more to protect the environment. Ash-Har Quraishi- Runs 
2:07 
 
GOVERNMENT- GOV. RAUNER AND ABORTION- ILLINOIS- 6PM PKG-  
Governor Rauner says he will veto a bill which allows Illinois to pay for abortions in the state, saying the 
bill is overreaching of the federal law. Earlier in his campaign, the Governor had stated he was pro-
choice, but this latest statement has him under fire from abortion rights groups. But anti-abortion 
groups, including Cardinal Cupich, support his statement. Mary Ann Ahern-Runs 1:35  
 
THURSDAY, APRIL 21, 2017  
 
ACCIDENT EXPRESSWAY SHOOTING- CHICAGO 10PM PKG  
The Family of the man shot and killed on I-94 and Cermak Road in Chinatown speak out for the first 
time. The cousin of the victim says she was actually getting on the train at the time of the shooting, saw 
the scene, but had no idea it involved her cousin. The family is looking for answers- Trina Orlando - 
Runs 1:45  
  
CONSUMER-COURTS- DRUG COMPANY LAWSUIT CHICAGO- 5PM PKG-  
A widow was awarded $3M after suing a drug company over husband's suicide. The award is the largest 
amount paid from a drug company, which did not market the drug. Lisa Parker- Runs 2:21   
   
HEALTH- BOSE HEADPHONES- 5PM PKG-  
Chicago man alleges Bose headphones spied on him and filed a lawsuit. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 
2:10   
  
SPORTS- BLACKHAWKS ELIMINATED- VOSOT- 10PM PKG-  
In an unexpected move, the Chicago Blackhawks were eliminated from the playoffs after losing 4 
straight from the Nashville Predators. Runs 2:45  
 
INVESTIGATIVE- PIPLELINE DIGGING- CHICAGO- PKG-  
Most residents in the state are told to call JULIE to make sure they can dig near their home and not hit 
gas or water mains. But Chicago has an entire different system, asking residents to call 811 and even 
when they do, the program is not up to date. Phil Rogers- Runs 1:44 
 
CRIME- SCHAUMBURG ARREST- SCHAUMBURG- 4PM PKG-  
Police confirm they have charged a man for the murder of a Schaumburg woman, Tiffany Thrasher, who 
lived in the same apartment complex that she did. Police say they are unaware of the relationship 



between the two, but neighbors say the man used to sit in his car, which was in proximity to the victim's 
first floor apartment and smoke dope. Kye Martin- runs 1:38 
 
FRIDAY APRIL 21, 2017 
 
CRIME- CHESTERTON HOMICIDE- CHESTERTON, INDIANA- 4PM/6PM PKG-  
Police announce they've arrested a former coworker of female bartender, found dead in her car. 
Christopher Mark Dillard is believed to have stabbed 24 year old Nicole Bland. Dillard was a bouncer at 
the bar where Bland worked, apparently delivered drugs to the woman, and then killed her- Charlie 
Wojciechowski- Runs 2:02  
 
ACCIDENT- ROUTE 41 CRASH- NORTH CHICAGO/WAUKEGAN- LIVE 545AM-7A/11AM- 
Traffic was tied up for hours after an accident on Route 41 near Northpoint Road this morning. Police 
confirmed 1 male is dead from the three car accident but have not identified the victim or the reason 
behind the accident. Michelle Relerford- Runs 4:15 
 
POLITICS- BLAGOJEVICH DECISION- 430PMPKG-  
The Seventh circuit Court of Appeals took just three days to reject former Governor's Rod Blagojevich’s 
latest appeal for freedom, almost guaranteeing he will serve the majority of his 14 year sentence. This 
week Blagojevich's attorneys argued that  Judge James Zagel should have reduced the prison term in 
which he was re-sentenced on corruption charges last August. Phil Rogers – Runs 2:41    
 
RELIGEON- 150 YEAR OLD CHURCH- CHICAGO- 4PM PKG-  
This weekend, The Saint Stanislaus Kostka Church is celebrating its 150th anniversary. The Cardinal is 
expected to take part in the famous church which thousands of commuters see every day from their 
cars on the Kennedy expressway. This historic church has made a huge difference in the community, and 
it was very close at one point at being torn down. That is, until they received divine intervention. Lee 
Ann Trotter- Runs 1:35 
 
 
LAW ENFORCEMENT- NEW CRIME TIP LINE- 11APKG-  
Chicago police launch new technology allowing anonymous tips to police of crime in the neighborhoods. 
Kye Martin-Runs 1:00  
 
MONDAY APRIL 24, 2017  
 
SAFETY- BOOZE AND GUN RANGES- WILLOWBROOK - 10PM/6PM  PKG-  
A vote on a gun range that would sell alcohol brought out hundreds of residents, most against it at a 
board hearing today. A private company wants to open up a gun range in which members would pay a 
$5000 dollar fee to be able to be served alcohol at the proposed Chicago Gun Club. But residents spoke 
out saying guns and booze don't mix. After the large turnout and long hearing, the board decided to 
table to vote until it's next board meeting. Christian Farr-/Chris Hush  Runs 1:35 AND 154 AND 148 
  
 ELDERLY -  HIGHLAND PARK DEATHS- HIGHLAND PARK - 10PM PKG-  
A longtime married couple who were together for 69 years in life died 40 minutes apart, according to 
their family. Theresa and Isaac Vtakin died together in the hospital over the weekend. Isaac suffered 
from Alzheimer’s and Theresa began to suffer from the same ailment. At the time of the death, the 
family members linked the couple's hands together before they died. Trina Orlando- Runs  



 
 MILITARY- PEARL HARBOR SAILOR- J0LIET- PKG- 6PM  
75 years after the first day of the attack on Pearl Harbor, a Joliet family gets the remains of their father 
returned to his home in Joliet. The sailor Michael Galadjik, was killed at the age of 25 on the first day of 
the attack. He was killed on the U.S.S. Oklahoma in December 1941, and received a hero's welcome. It 
took his family years to get his remains identified and returned, and this weekend, they held a military 
funeral for him. Phil Rogers- Runs 2:44  
 
POLITICS- OBAMA IN CHICAGO- CHICAGO - 6PM PKG- 
Former President Barack Obama makes his first appearance since leaving office. He encouraged 
students at the University of Chicago to look at opposing views, not mentioning President Trump by 
name. Mary Ann Ahern-Runs1:47  
 
TRANSPORTATION- UNITED- CHICAGO-6PKG- 
 Chicago releases the audio and video tapes, as well as their report  of the removal of United Passenger 
David Dao from three weeks ago. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:17  
 
 
 
 
TUESDAY, APRIL 25, 2017 
 
 CRIME- PRAIRIE PATH ATTACK- WHEATON- 10PM-  
A gymnastics teacher turns himself in after DuPage County Sheriff release a sketch of an attack on the 
DuPage Prairie Path Trail. The attack happened yesterday, and residents say they are breathing a sigh of 
relief. New information from the Sheriff says the suspect may also be responsible for several other 
attacks on the path in the last few years. Natalie Martinez- Runs 1:59 
 
 CRIME- PACKAGES STOLEN- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG –  
New video shows a group of girls passing a house, and one of the teenager girls stops, puts her hand 
through the fence and steels the package through the gate. Police hope someone will recognize the 
suspect and come forward. The homeowner provided the surveillance video . Chris Hush Runs 1:48  
  
ELDERLY COUPLE DEATH- HIGHLAND PARK- PKG  
Couple married 69 years die 40 minutes apart, hand in hand. Today their grandchildren talk about the 
passing of her parents , one that had Alzheimer’s and another with dementia. Trina Orland - Runs  2:01 
  
 
IMMIGRATION- SANCTUARY CITIES RULING- CHICAGO/SAN FRANCISCO-5pm PKG-  
Mayor Emanuel applauds the judge in the 9th district court in his decision to block President Trump's 
order on sanctuary city funding. The Justice department wanted to withhold money from sanctuary 
cities, but nationwide, groups of cities sued. Today Chicago Mayor joined in praising today's decision, 
saying Chicago is a city for all. Mary Ann Ahern-Runs 2:28  
  
 HEALTH/GOVERNMENT- ABORTION RIGHTS PROTEST- SPRINGFIELD-6PMPKG 
Today a large protest took place in Springfield before today’s vote on an abortion plan, that would have 
Illinois pay for abortions for women who can't afford them. Many Democratic politicians came out to 



support abortion rights. The bill passed the house, but the Governor said he will veto the bill. Mary Ann 
Ahern -Runs 2:33  
 
ACCIDENT- ST. JAMES PLACE FIRE- LIVE 4A- 7A  
A firefighter was injured in an overnight fire that damaged three buildings overnight. The flames were 
fanned by the early morning winds, and residents in the buildings lost all their belongings while they 
watched from outside as it burned. The fire Department says  all units sustained some  water damage, 
smoke and fire damage. Lauren Petty- Runs 4:50  
  
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 26, 2017  
CRIME- MISSING JOLIET GIRL- LIVE 4A- 7A / 6PM PKG/10PM PKG -  
Will county police send out helicopters, dogs and volunteers to search for a 16 month old girl , missing 
for the last 12 hours. Early this morning, the mother spoke to our reporter about how worried she is and 
asks for the public's help. During the day, the Sheriff held a news conference announcing the FBI has 
joined in the search, and they sent dive teams into the nearby pond as well as looking door to door . 
Lauren Petty/Ash-har Quraishi/Michelle Relerford- Runs  9:30 
  
 
POLITICS- DEMOCRATIC GUBERNATORIAL RACE- CHCIAGO- 5PMPKG-  
Today Kurt Summers, Chicago treasurer took his name out of the ring to run for the Democratic 
nominee for Governor. Instead, he announced today he's throwing his support behind billionaire JB 
Pritzker. Other candidates in the race responded to today's announcement. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:19 
  
CRIME- PRAIRIE PATH ATTACK –WHEATON- 11pm/430PMPKG  
Today, the suspect in the Prairie Path attack was denied bond in an initial hearing after his arrest. The 
DuPage county State's attorney described how he may be involved in several other crimes. The suspect 
works at a nearby gymnastics club and parents first learned about his arrest today. Christian Farr/ Susan 
Carlson- Runs 4:06 
 
THURSDAY, APRIL 27, 2017  
 
SPORTS- DRAFT-  CHICAGO/PHILADELPHIA- 6PM/10PM –  
The Bears give fans a shocker in the first round, trading up from 3rd pick to 2nd pick and selecting 
Mitchell Trubisky, a quarterback. No one expected this selection and tonight the Bears and fans are 
talking about the highlights and lowlights of the pick. Mike Berman -Runs 4:20  
 
CRIME-- CHILD KILLED- JOLIET TWP- 4A-11A/5P/6P/10PM –  
Overnight it was announced the Sheriff had discovered the body of missing Semaj . Authorities say they 
got a warrant to search the home of the mother and discovered the child. Today police held a news 
conference. As word of the child's discovery came out in the early morning, neighbors shared their 
disbelief and grief for the 16 month old.  
Later this evening, the neighbors held a vigil in front of the home and the mom released a statement 
thanking everyone for their prayers and help in finding the child. NBC Staff - Runs 9:00  
  
NBC RESPONDS- Tainted Gas- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG  
Tainted gasoline raises questions and repair bills on Chicago’s Northwest  side . We spoke 
to several people who say they filled up at a nearby gas station and soon after that, their vehicles began 
having problems. Lisa Parker- Runs 3:15  



  
CRIME- COOK COUNTY JAIL ATTACK- COOK COUNTY- 10PM PKG-  
The Cook County Sheriff released new video which captures a Cook County Jail attack. In the video you 
see prisoners attack deputies, and the sheriff says the  deputies were hospitalized . One corrections 
officer had his eye socket injured. The suspects may face attempted murder charges. Natalie Martinez 
1:51   
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE-HEALTH- CUBS FAN /USHER SURGERY- OAK LAWN- 5PM   
A lifelong Cubs fan and Usher for the Chicago Cubs may have missed getting his World Series ring in a 
ring ceremony, had it not been for some great doctors at Christ Hospital. 88- year old Don Vleck, an 
Usher for the Cubs, had a heart attack. He needed an implant, but was scheduled to get his World Series 
ring on Monday. So surgeons moved up the surgery to the Saturday, came in on their days off, and Don 
was able to get his ring. Marion Brooks - Runs 1:40 
 
 
FRIDAY, APRIL 28, 2017 
 
EDUCATION- CPS FUNDING RULING- CHICAGO- 5pm PKG-  
Ex- CEO Barbara Byrd Bennett is sentenced to four and half years for steering contracts that would 
benefit her. Today the judge admonished her for the kickback scheme. Byrd apologized for her actions. 
Charlie Wojciechowski-Runs 2:16   
 
INVESTIGATIVE- HOLMES WHITE CITY- 10PM PKG-  
Who is really buried in the grave of the devil in the White City? H.H.Holmes was a serial killer who 
stalked women during the 1893 World's fair. This week, digging  began at a Philadelphia Cemetery 
where he was buried . Family members had petitioned the exhumation to prove for the last time he was 
buried in the grave despite reports to the contrary. Phil Rogers- Runs 3:08 
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- MCDONALD HOUSE- CHIICAGO 4PM-  
This year the Ronald McDonald House is celebrating its 40th anniversary. The charity is a godsend for 
parents and family who have relatives in the hospital and need a place to stay and support them. Lee 
Ann Trotter- 1:32  
 
EDUCATION- CPS LAWSUIT-COOK COUNTY-10PM PKG-  
Today a Cook County judge ruled against a City of Chicago lawsuit against the state of Illinois, which 
claimed the funding formula the state uses is discriminatory against minorities and impacts Chicago 
students. But the judge said the city can rewrite its lawsuit and appeal in the next 28 days. After the 
ruling, the Mayor announced Chicago Public Schools would stay open through June first. There had been 
talk if the city loses the lawsuit, schools would not have enough funding and would have to close 
early.  Ash-Har Quraishi-Runs 1:54  
 
ARBOR DAY CELEBRATIONS-GLEN ELLYN- 4PM PKG-  
Morton Arboretum Awareness day was one of several Chicagoland events to educate people about the 
importance of the environment, especially trees. Kye Martin 1:25  
 
MONDAY, MAY 1, 2017  
 
  



CRIME- MISSING GIRL-SCHERERVILLE- 10PM PKG- Police in Lake County, Indiana are asking for the 
public’s help in finding a teenage girl who took off with her phone and computer. Her parents say she’s a 
good kid, and her pastor says this is very unusual for her . Her family fears she has been kidnapped by a 
man who met her online. Natalie Martinez – Runs 1:40  
 
 WEATHER- FLOODING- HOFFMAN ESTATES- SCHAUMBURG- 4A- 7A-VO 
Some suburbs woke up to road closures and flooding Monday morning due to heavy rains overnight. 
Northwest suburbs were some of the hardest hit with 4 plus inches from the weekend.  Lauren Petty- 
Runs 4:42 
  
WEATHER- BOLINGBROOK/WESTERN SUBURBS/CITY   FLOODING- 5PM PKG 
Bolingbrook got hit hard due to the weekend flooding. Other western suburbs, like Glen Ellyn on Route 
53, had submerged backyards of residents there, closing the main road.  The Naperville River walk had 
to close because of the high water in the Dupage River. Runs 2:08 
  
ACCIDENT – AMERICAN PLANE EMERGENCY LANDING- WEST CHICAGO –11A/4PM  PKG –  
An American Airlines plane was forced to make an emergency landing after the smoke alarms went off 
two minutes after taking off from O’Hare Airport. Passengers say masks did not deploy. We spoke to 
some passengers who deplaned at the small airport, and were bussed back to O’Hare to catch another 
plane. Kye Martin/Christian Farr- Runs 2:01 AND 1:45  
  
HEALTH- KIDNEY DONATIONS- CHICAGO- 4PM PKG -  
Chicago Police Supt. Eddie Johnson’s search for a kidney donor shines light on others in need. Johnson 
may have found a match and it may be in his own family. Today he talked about his progress while 
another recipient talks about his openness to disguise the problem publicly. Mary Ann Ahern-- Runs 2:32 
 
WEATHER- FLOODING- CHICAGO – 5pm PKG-  
Weekend rain saturates the ground of a local Northside cemetery, leaving only the tips of the 
tombstone visible above the rainwater. Residents who live in the area say they ‘ve seen this before, but 
haven’t had any support from the government. The owners of the cemetery, who are based in Texas 
have not returned our calls. Meantime, in Albany Park, residents are getting frustrated with flooded 
basements and building.  Regina Waldroup- Runs 2:19  
 
TUESDAY, MAY 2, 2017  
 
CRIME- POLICE SHOT- CHICAGO – 10PM VO- 
Two police officers were shot by suspects. It happened on the south side about 9pm and the shooting 
brought dozens of officers to shut down traffic, and search by ground and air and door to door to find 
the suspects. A reporter gives live coverage at the hospital, where police have gathered to support the 
two officers. Chris Hush/ Trina Orlando – Runs 2:55  
   
INVESTIGATIVE- PKG WHOS IS CHATTING WITH YOUR KIDS- 10PM PKG – 
 Law enforcement is warning parents to monitor video games their kids are on. That is how the online 
predators get in touch with them. A consultant gives sound advice on what to look out for, how to 
monitor your kids’ communication with strangers . Katie Kim- Runs 3:20  
 
CRIME-MISSING TEEN-INDIANA/OHIO-10PKG-  



Three men are in custody after Indiana teenage girl was lured online. New details say the teen was 
raped . Her relatives now have met up with her. Police say the victim was lured online, where she was 
delivered to two men living in an apartment in Ohio. Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:05  
  
EDUCATION- SPINNERS BAN- DOWNERS GROVE/ EVANSTON4pm PKG – 
A compact 3 pronged toy which helps children calm down has now been banned at several schools 
because they are a disruption in the classroom. Schools in Downers Grove and Evanston have already 
banned the toy and others may follow- Ash-Har Quraishi- Runs  2:08  
  
TRANSPORTATION- UNITED /AIRLINES TESTIMONY- WASHINGTON DC-  
United Airlines, and other airlines CEO’s answered to Congress about recent behavior towards 
passengers. There were apologies from the airlines, and demand for more accountability from Congress. 
This all comes after a video went viral following a passenger in Chicago being dragged off the plane by 
airport security. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:29  
 
  
CRIME- CARJACKING –CHICAGO- 6PMPKG-  
Police are looking for suspected serial carjacker targeting Streeterville neighborhood. One of the victims 
tells us that it happened in a parking garage . Michelle Relerford- Runs 1:41  
 
 
WEDNESDAY MAY 3 2017 
 
CRIME- COPS SHOT- CHICAGO – 4A- 7A 
Two officers shot late Tuesday and massive overnight search is made by police and local authorities. The 
two officers were on a gang investigation when someone drove up and shot them, police believe with a 
high powered weapon. Overnight, officials held a news conference, saying the officers are lucky and will 
be okay, but believe they were targeted. Three persons of interest are in custody .  CARLSEN/ PETTY- 
7:00 
  
INVESTIGATIVE  - BUS ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION- CHICAGO/INDIANA – 10PM PKG 
A suburban family stood its ground for almost half a year after they said a Chicago Transportation 
Agency bus hit their car. The CTA denied their claim.  Not giving up, the family found a neighbors video, 
and with the help of NBC Responds, was able to get their vehicle repaired at no cost to the family or 
their insurance. Chris Coffey- Runs – 2:47  
 
CRIME-POLICE SHOT- CHICAGO-10PM PKG- 
Chicago police saturate the streets on the south side after two officers were shot last night. As the 
search continues, the officers have returned home to recover from their non-life threatening injuries . 
Police say they believe this was an ambush by gang members and they used  high semi-automatic rifles 
to injure the officers. Michelle Relerford  Runs- 2:19 
  
MEDIA- FACEBOOK- CRIME- 10pm PKG-  
Facebook officials will be meeting with Rainbow Push officials to discuss social media, specifically how to 
prevent crimes from getting on social media. This comes after recent crimes like shootings took place on 
Facebook Live. One of  the announcements they have made is to open  3000 new jobs  to monitor social 
media to flag inappropriate or criminal activity. Natalie Martinez--Runs 2:07  
   



ARCHITECTURE- INTERCONTINENTAL HOTEL - CHICAGO -  430pm PKG  
A new exhibit showcases unique spot of the Intercontinental Hotel on Mag Mile. Today we met with the 
grandson of the hotel who gave us a special tour of the historic hotel. Kaylee Dionne-1:51   
  
TRANSPORTATION- HONDA LAWSUIT- COOK COUNTY - 10PM PKG 
A class action lawsuit was filed after a local owner of Honda CRV’s complained of headaches and 
sickness. They say it came from fumes from her engine and couldn’t afford to buy another car.  A Honda 
spokesperson tells NBC5 that they haven’t seen the complaint so they couldn’t comment. Chris Hush 
2:21  
 
THURSDAY, MAY 4, 2017  
 
CRIME- HINSDALE MOM KILLED-HINSDALE- 10PM PKG  
Police spent the day conducting a death investigation after the daughter of a 50 year old woman was 
found killed in her home. The body of Andrea Urban was found in the afternoon. Neighbors say she was 
a great mom, who was involved with the medical marijuana program. The police don’t believe this is a 
random act, and are asking for the public’s help in finding the suspect. Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:03  
  
  
LAW ENFORCEMENT – ARMED OFFICERS- CHICAGO –10PKG   
The shooting of two Chicago police officers with a high powered rifle is a chilling reminder of what police 
have been saying for a while- they are out-gunned by the gangs.  Now Aldermen and city officials are 
calling for stronger firepower for the Chicago police. Trina Orlando 2:19 
 
POLITICS- HEALTH CARE VOTE- DC/ WESTERN SUBURBS-6PM PKG   
A democratic contender is stepping up to the plate to unseat Congressman Peter Roskam in the 
6th District. Kelly Mazeski announced she’s running because of how her district’s congressman has voted 
on certain issues, specifically healthcare. As a breast cancer survivor who lost her medical insurance 
twice, she says Roskam got it wrong in his vote. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2: 23 
 
FRIDAY MAY 5, 2017 
 
CRIME- HINSDALE MURDER AUTOPSY- HINSDALE- 10PM PKG-  
The DuPage County coroner has determined that the mother found dead in her Hinsdale home died of 
blunt force trauma. The mother was found yesterday afternoon by her daughter. Police have not made 
any arrests but believe that the incident was not random. Natalie Martinez- Runs 1:57 
 
RELIGON/CRIME- STATUE VANDALIZED- 10PM PKG –  
Vandals beheaded St. Bartholomew statue outside the Portage Park neighborhood Church. The pastor 
said parishioners are devastated, and hopes that whoever did this would come forward. Today they 
cleaned up the vandalism. Ash-Har Quraishi- Runs  1:47 
  
POLITICS- RAUNER THOMPSON CENTER – 10PM PKG  
Governor Rauner gives a guided tour of Thompson Center he says should be demolished. The Thompson 
Center, one of Chicago’s landmarks, was built in the mid 80’s but the Governor says it was not designed 
for offices. He hopes to sell the building and use the money for Chicago Public schools. But the Mayor 
says not so fast, there’s a CTA station at the bottom of the building that would cost 100 million to move. 
Phil Rogers - Runs   2:56  



 
MONDAY MAY 8, 2017  
POLITICS- BUDGET NEGOTIATIONS- ILLINOIS- 5PM PKG-  
Today the Speaker of the House Michael Madigan names envoy to approach the Governor to resume 
negotiations with the budget. Right now the Governor has not passed a budget in two and a half years. 
Democrats have sought cuts, and a tax increase to pass a budget , but Governor Rauner wants to tighten 
restrictions on workers compensation and a local property tax freeze. The Governor did not respond to 
Madigan's symbolic olive branch. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:25  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE-SLEEPWALKER- CAROL STREAM - 10PM PKG   
A sleepwalking girl who left her home in the middle of the night was headed for danger on a busy 
intersection when a Good Samaritan saved the child. Today, he met up with Belle and her family days 
after it happened, where the mother was able to thank Jacob Murphy for his kindness.  Trina Orlando- 
Runs 1:58 
  
INVESTIGATIVE- HEALTH/SUPERBUG- ILLINOIS- 10PM PKG- Doctors at the University of Chicago say a 
dangerous untreatable Superbug is on the rise. Officials warn the bacterial infection is spreading with no 
treatment options available. Katie Kim- Runs 3:32  
 
TOURISM- NAVY PIER - CHICAGO- 5PM PKG 
Chicago's Navy Pier officially opens for summer and you can expect new sights and sounds at this year's 
tourism crown jewel. But also bring your wallet, some of the rides and fun features are going to cost 
more.  Alicia Roman Runs- 1:54 
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE-PROM TITLES- MIDLOTHIAN- 5PM PKG 
South suburban students posthumously awarded prom king and queen titles at Bremen high school in 
Midlothian. Using social media, the students decided to honor two people, Mark Gorman and Paola 
Zambrano, as their honorary king and queen. Gorman died in a car accident last year and his brother 
says he would have loved this. Christian Farr- Runs 2:23  
 
 ACCIDENT- MISSING HIKER-RIVER FOREST/MONTANA- 10PM PKG-  
A River Forest family has flown out to Montana in search of their daughter . There as a prayer vigil in 
River Forest at the church where Madeline Connelly was a parishioner. Rescue teams searched for the 
woman who went hiking with her dog last weekend before heading to Alaska where she has a summer 
job. Relatives ask for hope and prayers. Natalie Martinez- Runs 1:55 
 
TUESDAY, MAY 9, 2017  
POLITICS – TRUMP/FBI- WASHINGTON DC/CHICAGO- 10PM PKG  
Trump fires Federal Bureau of Investigation director James Comey amid Russian campaign ties probe. 
Today Politicians from both sides are calling for investigations behind the firing, saying it was Nixonian 
and possibly illegal. Today, former federal prosecutor Patrick Collins weighs in on the legality of the 
firing.  Natalie Martinez- Runs 1:56  
 
MISSING COLLEGE STUDENT- SCHAUMBURG/BOURBANNAIS- 10PM PKG- 
Olivet Nazarene student Sheila Khalili was supposed to return to her parents’ home in Schaumburg, but 
never made it. Now police are asking for the public's help in finding her. There is a 20,000 dollar reward 
for information and the family held a news conference today asking for help. She left Bloomingdales to 



head to school in Bourbonnais and was expected to be home but never arrived. Her vehicle is also 
missing. A prayer vigil was held Tuesday night for the nursing student. Trina Orlando- Runs 1:55  
 
 
EDUCATION- CPS FUNDING- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG-  
Today Chicago public school officials say the deficit is much worse than first believed. City hall officials 
say CPS needs close to 600 million dollars, a far cry from the 219 million that has been used in the past. 
The mayor still maintains schools will close on time, but school union officials say without the money, 
they may have to close early- Mary Ann Ahern - Runs 2:05 
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- CPR- AURORA- 5pm PKG  
Today a family man got to meet the men and women of the Aurora Fire department who saved his 
life. Marion Brooks- 1:36  
  
HEALTH- CITY RAT COMPLAINTS- CHICAGO-5PM PKG-  
City rat complaints have increased by 30 percent across Chicago. The city has put its dry ice program on 
hold pending approval from the EPA and Department of Health. So the city is asking residents to call 311 
when they spot the rodents or notice a problem and have been giving out flyers in  the area to get the 
word out. They also give some tips on best way to protect your neighborhoods from infestation of rats- 
which include keeping garbage covered, and keeping your neighborhood clean. Regina Waldrop- Runs 
2:25 
 
CONSUMER-- GAS HIKES- ILLINOIS- 4pm PKG-  
A new report claims theirs a new pricing system going on in the Midwest that leads to the unpredictable 
rise and fall of gas prices. Consumers aren't happy about it .The report is called price cycling, and 
according to Gas Buddy, a company raises the cost of gas for 30 or more cents, and then slowly lets it 
slide until it starts to lose money. When companies can't sustain the low price, they drastically hike it 
again. Ash-Har Quraishi- Runs  -2:06  
 
CRIME -- HINSDALE MURDER- HINSDALE- 10PKG 
Numerous electronic devises from the Hinsdale crime scene are being analyzed by the FBI forensic lab in 
hopes of finding 51 year old Andrea Urban's killer. The mom was found dead with blunt force injuries 
last week, and police are using every avenue they can to find the killer. Natalie Martinez- Runs 1:57 
 
 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 10 , 2017  
 
ACCIDENT- MISSING HIKER FOUND- RIVER FOREST-/MONTANA  5PM/ 10PM PKG -  
A missing River Forest Hiker was found safe after six days in the Montana wilderness with her dog. 
Today her family and relatives gathered at the family's west suburban home to celebrate. Rescue crews 
say Madeline Connelly was dehydrated but otherwise okay. She spoke to our affiliate and thanked 
everyone for their prayers and thanked the rescuers as well. Charlie Wojciechowski /Natalie Martinez- 
Runs 5:13  
 
   
 NBC5 INVESTIGATES- DRIVERLESS CARS- ILLINOIS 10PM PKG -  
If you can imagine driving to work in rush hour traffic without touching the steering wheel, you may be 
getting that chance in Illinois sooner than you think. In fact, ride sharing companies are working towards 



that goal in a flurry of activity. But state law currently allows semi-autonomous features to operate on 
roadways, there is no state law regulating or restricting fully autonomous vehicles. The General 
Assembly is now considering a bill. Chris Coffey-Runs 3:00  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- BLAIR HOLT SIGN- CHICAGO-5PM PKG-  
A teenager who was shot and killed on a CTA bus was honored today with a Chicago honorary sign. Blair 
Holt was on the bus in 2007 when gunfire rang out inside the bus, and the teen covered another girl 
with his body protecting her life. Today his father and mother expressed gratitude for the sign outside 
his high school at 103rd and Elizabeth streets, saying it will help them never forget his legacy. Christian 
Farr - Runs 2:25 
 
POLITICS- COMEY FIRING/LOCAL REACTION- ILLINOIS- 5PM PKG  
Democrats send strong message of condemnation to the president for firing Federal Bureau of 
Investigations Director James Comey on the middle of a Russian ties investigation. Phil Rogers- Runs 
2:37  
 
 
THURSDAY, MAY 11, 2017  
 
POLITICS- TRUMP/HOLT INTERVIEW- WASHINGTON DC-10PMPKG –  
Today NBC had an exclusive interview with President Donald Trump and new information on the firing 
of Federal Bureau of Investigations Director James Comey came out. President Trump had several 
contradiction answers as to who's idea was behind the firing of Comey and why he fired him. Michelle 
Relerford - Runs 2:23  
 
 
CRIME- BUMP AND RUN CRIME ALERT – CHICAGO -10PM  
Today police alerted residents to be on the lookout for thieves using a bump and run scam to steal cars. 
Thieves would rear-end a vehicle and while the victim got out of the car to check the damage, one of the 
suspect's passengers would jump into the car and drive off. So far there had been seven incidents in the 
Chicago area. Trina Orlando- Runs 2:08 
  
  
ACCIDENT- MISSING HIKER TELLS HER STORY- MONTANA/RIVER FOREST- MISSING HIKER - 10PM PKG-  
It's been a whirlwind of a week for Madeline Connelly who was stuck in the Montana Wilderness lost for 
six days. Thanks to rescuers, she was recovered, sore and dehydrated but safe. Even the most 
experienced hikers say it’s a tough terrain and that she's lucky. Today she tells her story. Natalie 
Martinez- Runs 1:44 
  
 
POLITICS- GOVERNOR/MAYOR-CHICAGO-  – 5PM PKG-  
For the first time in months, the Governor and Mayor show up for the opening of a new manufacturing 
warehouse together, promoting new jobs. But the budget was the focus of the news conferences each 
of the politicians gave, even in separate areas of the warehouse. There's no love lost between the two 
over the funding of education, in which Chicago is dependent on Springfield funds. Mary Ann Ahern- 
Runs 1:57  
 
 



MAKING A DIFFERENCE- EDUCATION- 100% GRADUATION- 5PM PKG- 
Students at Southland Prep school celebrated after getting 100 percent graduation rate. Along with that, 
nearly a million dollars in scholarships were given to the students for their hard work. Marion Brooks 
1:45  
  
TRANSPORTATION- LAPTOP RESTRICTIONS –CHICAGO/O'HARE- 4pm/5PM PKG  
The U.S. Government is looking at expanding the restrictions of using laptops on planes from Europe to 
the United States. Officials say it's a safety concern and that it's helped to restrict usage from seven 
countries in the Middle East, but needs to be expanded. Passengers hearing about this at O’Hare 
respond with mixed reactions, they care about the safety but depend on their laptops for long trips. 
Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 4:49   
  
TECHNOLOGY- MSI ROBOT REVOLUTION- CHICAGO- VOSOT  
New technology is the focus of an exhibit opening up at the Museum of Science and Industry. It 
highlights robots dancing and moving to get kids involved in the excitement of the new technology. 
Runs  :40  
 
 
FRIDAY, MAY  12 2017  
 
CRIME- POLICE SHOT- CHICAGO- 5PM/6PM /10PM -  
An officer was   shot in  the vest Chicago's West Garfield Park on the West Side. Police say the officer 
was shot in his protective bullet proof vest and is in stable condition. Police say the officer was 
conducting a narcotics operation when he tried to stop a man for a field interview. The man fled and the 
woman nearby the officer opened fire, striking the officer in the vest. A second officer suffered 
minor injuries, but was not struck by gunfire. Police returned fire and the woman is in critical condition. 
Ash-Har Quraishi/Trina Orlando- 1:46 AND 1:35 AND 1:47 AND 45  
 
CRIME- FAKE UBER RIDE - CHICAGO- 10PM PKG-  
A Wicker Park neighborhood man in Chicago says he mistakenly got into another man's car who was 
posing as an Uber driver, and was beaten and robbed by driver and another woman.  Zachary Chirillo 
was leaving a bar and ordered an Uber. He got into a car which he believed was the driver he ordered. 
But instead of taking him home, they took him to an ATM and demanded cash. He was then beaten and 
robbed when victim refused. Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:14 
  
COMEDY- BOB NEWHART RETURNS- CHICAGO- 4:30PM PKG  
Famous Comedian Bob Newhart, who is from Chicago, has decided to return home for a Salvation Army 
event. The Salvation Army is opening up a new center in the Humboldt Park neighborhood and Newhart 
talks about his life in comedy and Chicago ties. Phil Rogers-Runs 2:33  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- PROM-SOUTH HOLLAND - 6PM PKG  
Two teenagers Dashawna Shephard and Theodore Thomson, who happened to be parents, get a local 
prom gift from local businesses. The south suburban couple from South Holland say with a three month 
old baby, they couldn't afford to go to prom. So  a local business, W and W towing company stepped up 
to help with special sendoff. Lean Trotter- Runs 2:05  
 
MONDAY MAY 15 , 2017  
 



GOVERNMENT- DOLTON CLUB SHOOTING- DOLTON- 10PM PKG -  
Two sides squared off during a council meeting in Dolton after five people were shot at a night club. One 
group wants the club closed forever, accusing the Mayor of looking away at the club's past violations. 
The Mayor wants to give the club a chance to make changes following the shooting. Trina Orlando- Runs 
1:47 
 
MEDIA- TRIBUNE - RUNTIMES PURCHASE -CHICAGO- 6PM/10PM PKG-  
After years of cost cutting measures, the Parent company of the Chicago Sun-Times is considering an 
offer with the Chicago Tribune to buy them. That would make this city a one major newspaper town, 
something that hasn't happened in decades. But the Sun-Times says it's time to be realistic about the 
costs of keeping up a newspaper. Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:04 and 2:00  
 
 TECHNOLOGY- RANSOMWARE ATTACK- ILLINOIS-6PMPM  PKG-  
Monday businesses were on high alert after last week's ransomware cyberattack on companies 
nationwide. One expert talks about the importance of updating companies technology security 
and believes paying the ransomware would only make it worse. Charlie Wojciechowski -Runs 2:10  
  
 CRIME- SECURITY GUARD BEATEN- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG-  
New video emerged showing a River North security guard trying to help an inebriated man, only to be 
punched in the face. Today the guard spoke out, and the condominium building owner, which she 
guards for, put up a GoFundMe account to help her. The building owner also released surveillance video 
to the media and the police in hopes of catching the suspect. Chris Hush- Runs 1:56 
 
TUESDAY MAY 16, 2017 
CRIME- SECURITY GUARD BEATEN - CHICAGO- 5PM/10PM PKG-  
Police have charged the man seen in surveillance video punching a security guard . The suspect, a U.S. 
soldier, turned himself in and an activist said he feels terrible about what he did and wants to make it 
right. But he security guard says while she forgives him, she doesn't believe that he would have come 
forward had the video not been shown on the media. The security guard is scheduled to have surgery on 
her eye and nose Wednesday . Christian Farr 3:46  
  
CENTURIANS- CHICAGO  4PM PKG-  
A group of centurions are front and center of the camera for one photographer who wanted to focus on 
their lives and impact. A local nursing home, Belmont Village, provided the backdrop for these elderly 
who were younger than you would think. A famous photographer who took the pictures will be using 
them for a 2018 calendar. Lee Ann Trotter Runs 1:35  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- DRUM CIRCLE- 5PM-  
A local teacher shares his love of music with underprivileged kids. The after school drum circle is 
showing a real impact on kids who didn’t realize how much they enjoyed the music and 
entertainment.  Allison Rosati- Runs 2:18 
 
CONSUMER- COMED SCAM- CHICAGO- CHICAGO -  WOJO 6PM  
Experts warn of door knockers as the nice weather arrives. There are plenty of scams and offenders are 
emboldened enough to knock on doors, trying to scam their way into unsuspecting victims homes. 
Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 1:59 
 
CRIME- AMTRAK SHOOTING- NAPERVILLE- 10PMPKG 



An Amtrak conductor is in critical condition after being shot Tuesday afternoon at a train station in 
Naperville. Witnesses say the victim was on the platform when the suspect, a man in his 70's pulled out 
a gun inside the train and shot the conductor out the train window. Passengers subdued the suspect 
until police were able to arrest him. Trina Orlando-Runs 2:06  
  
NBC INVESTIGATES- TECHNOLOGY/EDUCATION- NUDE PHOTOS- ILLINOIS- 10PM PKG-  
An investigation into a website which traded nude photos showed women,  recently graduated from 
high school, who had photos posted without their knowledge. Users ask for nude pictures of students 
from 67 schools in Illinois. One victim talks about her anger and how she feels violated.  Katie Kim- Runs 
3:54  
 
TELEVISION/SPORTS- CHICAGO FIRE CUBS- CHICAGO- 10pm PKG- 
Chicago fire stars showed up at Wrigley to celebrate the cubs and promote their season finale, which is 
based at Wrigley Field. Several players including Chris Bryant, Jake Arrieta, and Davis Ross make cameos 
in the NBC show. Tonight, the stars threw out the first pitch and talked about the Cubs and Chicago. 
Chris Hush-Runs – 1:22  
 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 17, 2017  
WEATHER- TORNADO WARNINGS- ILLINOIS- 10PM  
Several tornado warnings and thunderstorm warnings were issued after storms hit the northwestern 
part of Illinois. Areas in Rockford, as well as DeKalb and McHenry County saw heavy rain, lightning and 
some damage. Storm chaser was caught in some of the bad weather. Our weather team stayed put to 
date to give the latest readings. Staff- 1 and half hours  
  
 
POLITICS: SPECIAL PROSCUTOR – DC- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG   
The Justice Department appointed former FBI Director Robert Mueller to investigate Russian ties to the 
Donald Trump Campaign. Both Democrats and Republicans applaud the move. Michelle Relerford: Runs 
1:55  
  
LAW ENFORCEMENT- OFFICER SHOOTING- CHICAGO- 10pm PKG-  
An off duty officer fatally shoots an armed suspect who tried to rob a beauty salon. It happened in the 
early afternoon on the city’s Southside, when the suspects entered the salon demanding property from 
the victims. One of the clients at the salon was an off duty officer, who opened fire- shooting one of  the 
suspects. Chris Hush – Runs 1:46  
 
POLITICS- ILLINOIS BUDGET - SPRINGFIELD- 4PM vosot  
Two weeks away from the end of the Illinois session, the push for a passed budget is intensifying. 
The mayor is blaming the Governor for not passing a budget so he could keep schools open with the 
state money owed to Chicago. But the Governor says Chicago should not get that money. Mary Ann 
Ahern Runs 1:43 
 
NBC INVESTIGATES- IDENTITY THEFT- CHICAGO –  
Six years ago, a Chicago woman had her identity stolen to open fraudulent student loans. Six years later, 
she’s trying to shake off the thousands of dollars in bogus debt she was also facing. Thanks to NBC 
responds, the Department of Education finally re-opened the case, and cleared Marisol Vargas Sierra of 
all debt.  Lisa Parker- Runs 3:28  
  



WEATHER- WINDY WX- CHICAGO-10PM PKG   
Windy weather caused some trees to fall on parked cars on the west side, smashing vehicles in their 
wake. Luckily,  no  one was injured. In Wrigleyville neighborhood, Clark street, near Wrigley, was closed 
for a time due to flying debris, like the plywood found flying from a local hotel under 
construction.  Natalie Martinez- 1:40  
  
ACCIDENT-SOUTH ELGIN FIRE –SOUTH ELGIN- 5:30A – 7AM  
A fire in the far western suburb of South Elgin started in a garage, spread to the home, and then spread 
to a neighboring home. Fortunately no one was injured, but there were explosions because one of the 
occupants was on oxygen- which ignited. Also the gas meter outside the home ignited, causing the fire 
to burn for hours.  Susan Carlson- Runs 4:40  
  
CRIME- ISP  EXPRESSWAY SHOOTINGS-CHICAGO-4PM PKG  
Illinois State police highlight four arrests in separate highway shootings recently. New charges were filed 
and several of the shootings were gang related. The Illinois State police have been working diligently to 
reduce the number of open expressway shootings and have added more cameras to the highways. So 
far there have been 22 expressway shootings this year. Susan Carlson-Runs 1:52  
 
THURSDAY MAY 18, 2017 
 
CRIME- AMTRAK SHOOTING- NAPERVILLE- 10PMPKG-  
Family and friends rally around a conductor who was shot in Naperville this past week. The conductor, 
Michael Case was shot in the abdomen by a man inside the train. No charges have been filed, but 
witnesses talk about what they saw and surprised more people weren't hurt. Trina Orlando Runs- 1:58  
 
ART/POLITCS- CHICAGO- VO -  
Someone has covertly produced a tiled pothole cover placed outside the Trump tower called "liar". 
While no one is taking responsibility for it, it's making a pointed statement toward the U.S. President 
whose campaign is under fire for a number of allegations involving Russian ties. RUNS : 29  
 
CRIME- HIT AND RUN CHARGES- BURR RIDGE/WILLOWBROOK- 10pmPKG   
Police have charged a man for the fatal hit and run accident in Burr Ridge early this Morning. Family and 
friends of the victim, 26 year old Abin Matthews, say he was about to go back to India to celebrate his 
recent marriage. Police are also looking for a pair of Good Samaritans who helped extract survivors from 
one of the vehicles. Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:04 
 
TERRORISM- FALN LEADER RELEASED- CHICAGO- 6pm/10pmPKG-  
A Puerto Rican Nationalist Oscar Lopez Rivera is honored with a street sign and celebration following his 
release from prison after three decades. Rivera is accused of being involved in the FALN group, which 
was a Puerto Rican Nationalist group responsible for over 100 bombings in the U.S during the 70's. Ash 
Har Quraishi- Runs 4:02   
  
NBC INVESTGATES- ASIAN CARP- ILLINOIS- 10PM PKG  
Lake activists are calling for the release of an Asian Carp report, an $8 million dollar report on the future 
of Lake Michigan. The focus of the report, by the Army Corp of Engineers,  is how to stop the invasion of 
the destructive carp in Lake Michigan . The study was supposed to be released in February, but the 
findings have not been revealed months later. Phil Rogers- Runs 3:04  
  



 SPORT- JACKIE ROBINSON HONORED- CHICAGO-5PM  PKG-  
Cubs and family members of the late Jackie Robinson raise a flag which will fly at Wrigley Field, on the 
70th anniversary of Robinson's first game at Wrigley. Marion Brooks. Runs 1:46  
 

FRIDAY MAY 19, 2017 
 
CRIME- AMTRAK ATTACK- NAPERVILLE- 10pm PKG-  
For the first time, the wife and the daughter of Amtrak conductor speak out about the Amtrak shooting 
earlier this week. Police have charged 79 year old Wisconsin man Edward Klein and he faces a 1.5 million 
dollar bond. Trina Orlando -Runs 2:01  
 
HEALTH - MUMPS - ALQONQUIN- 10pm PKG-  
A second case of mumps has been confirmed at a Northwest suburban high school. Officials at Jacobs 
High School confirm a student contracted mumps and are testing for a possible third case. Test results 
are expected next week. School officials do not see any connection with the two confirmed cases at this 
time. Ash-Har Quraishi-Runs 1:56 
  
CRIME- ELDERLY BEATEN- CHICAGO/EVANSTON  - 10PM PKG- 
A 78 year old woman is in an induced coma after someone broke into her home and brutally attacked 
her. It happened this afternoon in the 5100 block of North Avers during a home invasion. Police have a 
description of the man, but have not released the motive. The elderly women is in critical condition 
.  Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:13  
 
LABOR- AT&T STRIKE- NATIONWIDE--10PMVO-  
Labor Union CWA, with roughly 40,000 workers across the country, have walked off the job with AT&T 
mobility due to what they say is unfair wages and benefits. They plan to picket this weekend. AT&T says 
the strike is in no one's best interest and defends the wages and benefits offered in the contracts. The 
strike could close retail stores this weekend.  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- SPECIAL NEEDS GARDEN – CHICAGO- 5PM PKG  
A School’s garden is making a difference for some very special students. The garden is giving them 
purpose, and roots for a better life. The Southside Occupational academy is expanding their gardening 
program for students to be more active in the environment. It’s completely student run and making a 
difference for the kids. LeeAnn Trotter – Runs 1: 35  
 
EDUCATION- CPS SCHOOL FUNDING - CHICAGO- 430PM PKG-  
Today the Mayor of Chicago said he will borrow millions of dollars in order to pay for costs for the 
remainder of the school year for Chicago Public Schools and teacher pensions . Heals says he will borrow 
off the money the state owes the city. That's not sitting well with some politicians who say the state will 
not pay the City of Chicago. Charlie Wojciechowski-Runs 2:34  
 
HEALTH- LYME DISEASE- ILLINOIS -6PM PKG  
The tick season is bringing in new warnings about Lyme disease and a victim, Akenya Seymour, is 
speaking out about the dangers. She hopes to protect others as the hiking season gets underway. Health 
officials also are sharing ways to protect yourself from being bit by ticks. Emily Florez-Runs 1:58  
 
MONDAY MAY 22, 2017  



 
TERRORISM- MANCHESTER, ENGLAND- 10PM PKG-  
At least 19 are dead after a terrorist with a strapped on bomb blew up at an Ariana Grande concert, 
killing and injuring many girls and their parents at the concert. Trina Orlando-  Runs 1:36  
  
  
EDUCATION/POLITICS- ILLINOIS BUDGET- PKG- 10PM PKG  
College students have become target in the budget battle as students watch lawmakers bicker in budget 
stalemate. They have become collateral damage, as some universities in the state start cutting back 
because they are not getting state funds. Northeastern is even started announcing layoffs. Chris Coffey- 
Runs 3:23  
  
 TERRORISM- MANCHESTER BOMBING- MANCHESTER, ENDLAND-10PM PKG  
Chicago police have stepped up patrols following a terrorist attack in Manchester England at an Ariana 
Grande Concert. But police officials say there is no known threat to Chicago at this time. Runs 1:21  
  
CRIME- ANIMAL ABUSE CHARGES- OAK LAWN- 10PM PKG  
Man is charged after dogs were dropped from the top floor of a parking garage in Oak Lawn. One of the 
two dogs dropped has died, while the other one sustained serious injuries.  A local animal rescue center 
responds to the horrific crime. Chis Hush Runs 1:21  
  
ACCIDENT- CARPENTERSVILLE ACCIDENT- CARPENTERSVILLE- 4PM PKG- 
Toddler killed in single-vehicle crash in Carpentersville. Police don’t know if the toddler was inside or 
outside the vehicle when the crash occurred involving a truck. Regina Waldroup- Runs 1:43    
 
 MAKING A DIFFERENCE-- SYRIAN REFUGEES- CHICAGO- 4PM PKG- 
Local journalist Brendan Bannon visits students from Bernard  Zell Anshe Emmet school, brining his 
pictures of refugees chronicling youth in the camps. The special exhibit is aimed at teaching children 
about refugees and many of the pictures are students’ work. Lee Ann Trotter – Runs 1:33 
  
TRANSPIRATION-AVIATION OFFICERS- CHICAGO 5PM PKG-  
City Council committee meets to discuss the Aircraft Passenger Protection act. The committee passed 
the ordinance which says no City employee would be part of removing passengers from airplanes. 
Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:30  
  
ENVIRONMENT- LAKEFRONT TRAIL- CHICAGO- ALICIA ROMAN- 5PM PKG  
Separate bike and pedestrian paths are now under construction, aimed at making the lakefront trail 
safer and more enjoyable. The cost for the construction has been financed by billionaire Ken Griffin. 
Alicia Roman-Runs 1:50  
 
  
TUESDAY MAY 23, 2017  
  
ANIMAL ABUSE- DOG COURT - BRIDGEVIEW OAK LAWN- 4PM PKG- 
Man arrested and charged for dropping two dogs off a four story parking garage. The suspect first 
claimed dogs were his after finding an ad on social media, then took them to a parking garage and 
dropped them. Animal rescue workers showed up at court, speaking about the horrific act. Charlie 
Wojciechowski- Runs 2:19 



  
POLITICS INCOME TAX- SPRINGFIELD- 4PM PKG-   
The Illinois Senate has approved an income tax hike, in hopes of closing budget gap. But now it goes to 
the house and may not get as much support. The Governor blasted the bill saying this hurts the average 
resident and is bad for business. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:10 

  
ENTERTAINMENT-TASTE OF CHICAGO- CHICAGO- 4PM PKG-  
Today the city announced the latest vendors for this year’s Taste of Chicago. It includes the top 
restaurants, as well as food truck vendors. The Taste of Chicago runs July 5-9, 2917. Lee Ann Trotter-
Runs 1:43 
  
CONSUMER- TARGET SETTLEMENT - ILLINOIS- 430PM PKG-  
After massive breach at Target several years ago at Christmas time, Target has agreed to a settlement in 
47 states with Illinois at the lead. The settlement also includes a payment to states as well as changes 
made in their security. Illinois Attorney General Lisa Madigan explains how the settlement will impact 
local customers.  Lisa Parker - Runs 3:05 
  
TERRORISM- LOCAL SOFT TARGETS- ROSEMONT- MARTINEZ/USHER  6PM/10PM PKG  
After the bombing in Manchester, England, local stadiums are increasing security and restrictions at 
concerts, like the one scheduled tonight in Rosemont at Allstate Arena. Natalie Martinez-Runs 3:43   
  
CRIME- ELDERLY WOMAN BEATEN- CHICAGO – PKG-  
A grandmother, 78, brutally beaten in a Chicago home invasion speaks out. The family 
released photographs of her in the hospital after her surgery. Police have not made any arrests in 
the case. Chris Hush- Runs 1:42 
  
 NBC5 RESPONDS- RED LIGHT CAMERAS- NORTHERN SUBURBS/CHICAGO - 10PM PKG  
A victim of a carjacking two years ago has been slapped with a fine from the city of 
Chicago. Renee Freemond-Woods was carjacked several years ago on Christmas Eve from the northern 
suburbs. Then to add insult to injury, she was given a ticket for several red light camera infractions in 
which the suspects incurred while riding in her carjacked vehicle. NBC5 Responds investigated her case 
and was able to help her get her life restored. Lisa Parker- Runs 3:12  
  
WEDNESDAY MAY 24, 2017  
  
NBC INVESTIGATES- GOVERNMENT- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG-  
A new investigation on why so many big belly garbage compact systems are disconnected show that 
someone is stealing the batteries. The compacting trash cans smash the trash, reduce the frequency in 
which they need to be emptied saving manpower and money. But an investigation showed that many 
had no battery inside, or broken hoppers and no locks, making the 6000 dollar cans just trash cans.  Now 
the city is starting to phase out the compacters looking for a more efficient way to empty and conserve 
trash in the cities. Phil Rogers- Runs 3.22 
  
MEDICAL- EMS AWARDS-CHICAGO- 4PM PKG / 5PM PKG-  
Emergency medical workers often do their critically important work behind the scenes. But today, EMS 
workers were honored publicly and reunited with those in which they saved. One of those victims, a 
woman rescued from a fire last year and spent two years in a coma, thanked the men and women who 
saved her life. Ash-Har Quraishi- Runs 2:06 



  
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- EDUCATE GARDEN- 4PM PKG- 
An early childhood center called Educare Chicago unveiled its vegetable garden for the fourth year in a 
row. In those four years, the garden has quadrupled and all the produce goes to family and staff of the 
school.  KAYLEE DIONNE – Runs 1: 35  
  
ENTERTAINMENT- JURASSIC PARK- TROTTER- 6PM  PKG  
The Field Museum is opening up a new exhibit, called Jurassic World, based on the block buster movie. It 
will include guided tours, with dinosaur exhibits some of which are over 24 feet tall. There is also a 
petting zoo and a raptors exhibit. Lee Ann Trotter- Runs 1:26 
  
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- ALS  -GURNEE-  430PM PKG 
A Chicago group helps ALS families and patients for forty years. The Les Turner foundation focusses on 
families and patients that suffer from ALS or better known as Lou Gehrig Disease. This weekend is the 
ALS run to help victims whose muscles are destroyed by this disease. Alex Maragos-Runs- 2:11  
  
POLITICS - CITY COUNCIL BUDGET- CHICAGO/SPRINGFIELD- 5PM PKG-  
The Mayor of Chicago and the Illinois Governor have opposing views on why state lawmakers can’t 
reach a budget agreement. The Governor insists on a property tax freeze, but the Mayor and Alderman 
say the Governor should approve the tax hike or has to work with state lawmakers. MaryAnn  Ahern-
1:43  
  
CRIME-HASTERT SEX ABUSE- KENDALL COUNTY- 6PM PKG - 
Attorneys for "James Doe" who helped put former House Speaker in jail acknowledged that that they 
have been approached by Dennis Hastert's attorney about a settlement. Hastert has been convicted and 
sentenced to 15 months in jail for bank violations, after allegedly paying hush money involving a sex 
abuse claim. The accuser had gone to court saying Hastert had never completed his payments, and is 
still owed a balance to the claim. Phil Rogers Runs 1: 58 
   
THURSDAY MAY 25, 2017   
  
CRIME- HOSTAGE/RAPE - GENEVA- 4pm PKG- 
New information released by police today shows that one of the nurses taken hostage by an inmate at a 
west suburban hospital was raped. Police say the suspect was able to get a gun from a sheriff deputy, 
and took several people hostage at Delnor Hospital in Geneva, and raped one of the victims who was 
being held. Today a lawsuit filed by the two nurses taken hostage was filed, blaming the officer for not 
guarding the inmate, allowing a barricade situation to happen. Ash-Har Quraishi- Runs 2:11  
 
  
  
LABOR- TEAMSTERS NAVY PIER- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG 
Picketers have been outside of one of Illinois’ most popular tourist destinations since mid-
May.  Teamsters union members picketed outside Navy Pier today to bring awareness to how Navy Pier 
wants to replace them with cheaper labor. Navy Pier is suing the Teamsters for picketing outside 
the tourist destination, saying the union blocked people from entering the area. Natalie Martinez- Runs 
1:55  
  
INVESTIGATIVE-TRANSPORTATION- TOLLWAY EXTENSION FUNDS- ILLINOIS- 6PMPKG  



A controversial tollway extension gets $25M more in federal funding. The Tollway Authority voted 
Thursday to spend the money to study an extension of Route 53 in Lake County, a project with origins 
since the 60's that has already been the focus of numerous studies without actual construction. They 
now have up to a projected 100 million in studies with no road, according to one expert from Lake 
County. After testimony from both sides, the board voted unanimously to pay for another study that will 
take 3-5 years. Phil Rogers 2:04  
  
CRIME- HINSDALE MURDER FOLLOW- HINSDALE- 10PMPKG  
Police in Hinsdale confirm they are questioning a person of interest in the murder of a west suburban 
mother. 51 year old Andrea Urban was found dead in her home three weeks ago. Police now are 
following leads and acknowledge they are questioning someone in the case. No one has been charged at 
this time. Neighbors admit they are more cautious since the murder. Trina Orlando-Runs 1:49 
 
GOVERNMENT- POPULATION DECREASE- CHICAGO - 6PKG  
A new Census report shows how Chicago's population has declined at a faster rate over the past 10 
years, while some big cities is increasing. Chicago is the only city of the top 20 cities that has seen a 
decline, losing over high thousand residents. This impacts money coming in for taxes, as well as federal 
funds. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:01  
  
  
FRIDAY MAY 26, 2017  
  
CRIME- ELDERLY COUPLE BEATEN – CHICAGO= 4PM PKG-  
An elderly couple was beaten inside their home, from what police believe are suspects targeting senior 
citizens. Two different victims 81 and 77 were in their home when a man dressed in a black hoodie 
entered their home, struck the victims and took the women’s purse. Just last week, a 78 year old was 
severely beaten in her home on the city’s Northside. There is a one-thousand dollar reward for the 
arrest of these attacks. Natalie Martinez-Runs  2:01  
  
  
LAW ENFORCEMENT- OFFICER GOES HOME - WHEATON/PARK  FOREST- 4PM PKG-  
A Park Forest police officer shot more than a year ago while responding to a break-in in the south 
suburbs is released from rehab. Today Tim Jones left Marionjoy rehab center as his family and fellow 
officers line up and salute him as he left. But he still has a long way to go for rehabilitation. KYE MARTIN- 
Runs 2:03  
  
ART- CULTURE - DUSABLE EXHIBIT- CHICAGO-4PM PKG - 
The Dusable Museum is opening a new exhibit that explores the Caribbean culture, a big part of African- 
American history. Lee-Ann Trotter- Runs 1:46  
  
LAW ENFORCEMENT-MEMORIAL DAY SECURITY- CHICAGO- 10pmPKG- 
Chicago Police announce they will have 1300 police officers to help patrol the streets during the 
Memorial Day holiday. This extra security comes to fight the holiday violence that has been hurting the 
communities here. Ash Har Quraishi-Runs 1:59 
  
CRIME- MURDER ARREST -HINSDALE – 10pm PKG   –  



Police have charged a man for the shooting death of a western suburban mom three weeks ago.  Andrea 
Urban was found dead in her home and today police charged Dominic Sanders. But police have not 
released the motive behind the shooting. Trina Orlando-Runs 1:21  
 
POLITICS- RAUNER PROPERTY TAX- SPRINGFIELD- 5PM PKG- Republican Governor Rauner and 
Democratic candidate J.B. Pritzker point fingers about the latest passage of a property tax and budget 
stalemate. Mary Ann Ahern–Runs 2:07 
 
MONDAY MAY 29, 2017 
 
CRIME –PRISON ARSON FIRE- JOLIET- VO-  
A famous prison in south suburban Joliet starts on fire. Fire officials were called to the old Joliet prison 
facility in which the Blues Brothers and Prison Break scenes were filmed at, and found much of the 
industrial kitchen area was up in flames. No one was reported injured in the blaze and fire officials have 
started an investigation as to the cause. Chris Hush -Runs 1:40  
  
CRIME- EXPRESSWAY SHOOTING -1- 57 - SHOOTING- LIVE 5A- 7A 
This Memorial Day holiday, two people were shot overnight on I-57 near 115th street. It happened on 
the northbound lanes just before 3am. Police say a total of four people were taken two the hospital, two 
that were shot and two that were injured after the vehicle crashed after the shooting. No one is in 
custody. Lauren Petty-runs 6:05  
 
MEMORIAL DAY SAFETY- TROTTER- 11am PKG  
A busy day at the North avenue beach on this Memorial Day brought extra patrols to ensure safety 
for visitors. Residents and tourists spend a peaceful day on a beautiful holiday. Extra patrols are on hand 
to make sure people on safe.  LeeAnn Trotter- Runs 2:10  
 
AVIATION- LAPTOP SAFETY-O'HARE AIRPORT CHICAGO- 6PM PKG-  
The Trump administration is considering banning all laptops inside the cabins of flights to and from 
Europe and some passengers say this idea does not make flying any safer. Some passengers from Europe 
waiting for flights to leave say they depend on their laptops to do their jobs while waiting or flying to 
and from Europe. The plan would be to make flyers pack their laptops which would be stored in the 
luggage cargo area, but aviation experts fear laptops in the cargo area make airlines more vulnerable in 
case there is a fire and no one to put it out, unlike having a laptop fire in the cabin. Charlie 
Wojciechowski-Runs 2:03  
  
MAD- RHYMEFEST- 5PM PKG- ART NORMAN - 11am pkg RUNS  
A famous poet and rapper prepares for the 5th Annual Gospel after exercise saved his life. The singer 
and Grammy award winner and activist, Chi Rymfest Smith now is encouraging others to go to the 
doctor after he was diagnosed with diabetes and had no health insurance.   He will take part in this 
weekend's run to encourage others to get checked out and stay healthy. Art Norman- runs 2:07  
 
ACCIDENT- TREE ACCIDENT- JOHNSBURG- 6pm VOSOT-  
A freak accident from stormy weather injures a woman when a tree fell on her breaking both legs. 
Fortunately neighbors heard her cries for help and were able to save her. Chris-Rush - Runs :35 
 
TUESDAY MAY 30, 2017 
 



IMMIGRATION UNDOCUMENTED GRANDMOTHER RELEASED - CHICAGO - 4pm PKG  
A Berwyn grandmother of ten is released temporarily as Immigration officials investigate her case. 
Today dozens showed up at her hearing to support the woman who was taken into custody for being 
here illegally. While she is happy that she has avoided being detained, the case is not over yet and faces 
another hearing. Ash-Har Quaishi- Runs 2:09 
 
GOVERNMENT- BUDGET DEADLINE- SPRINGFIELD- 4pm//6/10PM -  
Protesters gathered outside the Governor’s office in Springfield demanding that lawmakers come to a 
budget agreement after two years. Protesters says the lack of budget means universities are cutting 
staff, social services are closing to the impoverished and lawmakers have to do their jobs. The Illinois 
state police are seen dragging protesters out, arresting some. But the protesters vow to stay on. 
Meantime, lawmakers are going about their business passing small bills but no end in sight for passing a 
budget bill. It will be almost 700 days without a state budget for Illinois, the longest stalemate in the 
country. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 6:47  
 
CRIME- WEEKEND VIOLENCE: CHICAGO- 5PM PKG- 
Police officials today release their crime numbers for the weekend, saying that the Memorial weekend 
violence was down from previous years. They credit the influx in officers on patrol for keeping the 
shootings and shooting victims down, but say they did see a spike overnight on Memorial Day. Christian 
Farr- Runs 1:52  
 
WEDNESDAY MAY 31, 2017 
 
SCIENCE- NASA SOLAR PROBE- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG  
The University of Chicago is partnering up with NASA to send a probe to the sun, in hopes of studying it. 
They also named the spacecraft after Dr. Eugene Parker, an astrophysicist from the University of 
Chicago.  Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:31 
 
CRIME- UBER DRIVER KILLED- LINCOLNSHIRE- -4:30PM PKG-  
 An Uber driver was killed after he picked up a passenger at a local Walmart. Grant Nelson was found 
dead in his vehicle yesterday morning and prosecutors say the suspect was a 16 year old who stole a 
machete from Walmart and hacked Nelson, before robbing him and leaving the scene. She was later 
found in the bushes nearby. Christian Farr - Runs 2:04 
  
INVESTIGATION: CRIME- NUDE PHOTOS- 10PM PKG  
Last month NBC5 Investigates uncovered a threat of dozens of nude photos of high school graduates put 
on a website. Now we are finding out as one victim comes forward that the Nude photo trading goes 
back years to when she was an underage student. Katie Kim- Runs 3:31   
  
GOVERNMENT- BUDGET DEADLINE- SPRINGFIELD- LIVE 11am/6/10PM 
It's been 700 days without a state budget and lawmakers are pointing fingers as to who is to blame as 
the deadline looms. Lawmakers must pass a budget by midnight tonight with a simple majority, or else 
under state law the next budget must be passed by a 2/3rd vote. As of 10pm, the Illinois House 
lawmakers have adjourned, making tje GOP and others very angry. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 6:40pm  
  
EDUCATION- SCHOOL BULLYING- AURORA- 10PMPKG 
A mother has taken her son out of an Aurora elementary school, Hermes School, after finding out some 
kids put wood chips in his pants and the school did nothing about it. Today she talks about the incident 



and wants people to know bullying is not acceptable and schools need to protect their children. Ash-
Har- Quraishi/Michelle Relerford Runs 1:38 
   
CRIME- AMTRAK SHOOTING UPDATE- NAPERVILLE- 5PM PKG  
For the first time, doctors share the health information and surgery that conductor Michael Case is 
undergoing following the shooting he suffered last month on a Naperville platform.  
Case has a 6 hour surgery scheduled for today and doctors say it's a long journey for recovery. Trina 
Orlando Runs 1:45 
 
THURSDAY, JUNE 1, 2017 
 
FIRST RESPONDERS ACCIDENT- FATAL FIRE/FIREFIGHTER- HOMETOWN- 10PM PKG  
A Hometown Fire Lt. and a Chicago paramedic was found dead in his home following a fire. The Bomb 
and Arson unit are investigating the cause of the blaze which killed firefighter Robert Spoon. Fire officials 
arrived at his Mt. Greenwood home which was engulfed in flames, and found his body in the basement. 
Michelle Relerford-Runs 1:34 
 
ACCIDENT- FURNITURE FIRE- CHICAGO- 4PMPKG- 
A furniture fire on the near northwest side completely demolished the building, with black smoke being 
seen for miles. It happened around 8am this morning. Several people inside the building were able to 
escape, and fire officials had to get into defensive mode because the fire was so strong.  
Eventually the building will be taken down because the integrity has been compromised. Emily Florez- 
Runs 2:04  
 
GOVERNMENT - NO BUDGET AGREEMENT- SPRINGFIELD- VOSOTS- -  
Despite a midnight deadline overnight, lawmakers in Springfield were unable to agree on a state budget, 
leading to concerns the state's credit will be dropped as bills pile up from a lack of budget. Many are 
disappointed by this development. The Governor and speaker spoke late last night, while the Senate 
continued until midnight with other bills and closed the session with disappointing news. Emily Florez- 
Runs 9:00 
  
NBC RESPONDS TAINTED GAS- LISA PARKER- 10PM PKG  
Two Chicago drivers say they were hit with big bills and headaches after pumping tainted gas into their 
tanks from the same Mobil gas station on the same day. The victims say they are getting the runaround 
on reimbursements for repairs on their vehicles. NBC5 Responds got involved and one of the victims was 
able to get compensation from Mobil, while the other was denied. Lisa Parker- Runs 3:24  
 
CORN MILL ACCIDENT- CAMBRIA WISCONSIN- 5PM PKG- 
A late Wednesday night explosion at a corn manufacturing plant in Cambria Wisconsin has killed two 
people and officials are still looking for missing workers. The plant is one of the largest for the small 
town, just northwest of Madison, Wisconsin and employs many of the townsfolk. The plant has had 
issues in the past with safety violations in 2011. Katie Kim Runs  1:51  
 
SAFETY- BEACH SAFETY TIPS- CHICAGO- 5PM KALEE DIONNE 
It's beach season and with the temperatures rising, thousands will be heading to the water for some fun 
in the sun. But before you go out there, take a look for the flags that the Chicago Park district flies on the 
beach, to see if the water is safe. The city tests daily the water for e- coli and the red, yellow and green 
signs give swimmers a heads up whether it’s safe to go into the water. Kalee Dionne- Runs 2:01  



 
SPORTS - U OF I PLAYER INJURIES LAWSUIT- CHAMPAING/CHICAGO- 430PM PKG 
A former University of Illinois player, Simon Cvijaniovic speaks for the first time about a settlement he 
has agreed to with the University of Illinois, in which the University paid 250-thousand dollars. The 
settlement comes over allegations that the coach in 2014 made the player play even though the coach 
knew the player was injured. Today’s settlement may be the first compensation payment ever made in 
college sports to a player. Phil Rogers - Runs 2:52  
 
FRIDAY JUNE 2, 2017  
 
LAW ENFORCEMENT- CHICAGO- U2 CONCERT- 10PM PKG-  
Chicago and federal officials have stepped up patrols for this weekend's two- day concert at soldier field. 
This comes after last month's terrorist bombing at a Manchester arena. Michelle Relerford- runs 1:52  
 
 GOVERNMENT/LAW ENFORCEMENT- FEDERAL MONITOR- 6PM/10PM PKG-  
The Justice Department is close to an agreement with the City of Chicago to have one monitor oversee 
the reforms of the Chicago Police Department. This comes after reforms were demanded and made by 
the city following the police involved shooting of 16 year old Laquan McDonald, who was shot 16 times 
by the Chicago police. The Justice Department from the Obama administration ordered reforms and a 
court to oversee reforms after an investigation into that shooting. The Trump administration's 
agreement would allow one person, not a judge, to monitor the city's adherence to reforms. That's a big 
difference in the eye of civil rights activists. Phil Rogers. Ash-Har Quraishi- Runs 3:21  
 
 MAKING A DIFFERENCE- BLIND TUTOR- EVANSTON - 430PMPKG  
A blind tutor, Wilma McAllister travels miles to tutor children in math. She majored in math, and taught 
math for years and even in her elderly years, still helps kids by reading braille math questions. She tutors 
in calculus, algebra and geometry at Evanston High School. Phil Rogers -Runs 2:26 
 
CRIME- RIDISHARE DRIVERS/FUNERAL- 4PM PKG-  
Rideshare drivers lines the streets in support of a man slain by a rider last week. Grant Nelson was killed 
by a 16 year old after he picked her up at a local Walmart, where she stabbed him and took off. She was 
later arrested. Today was the funeral for the driver and other rideshare workers wanted to honor his life 
and share the dangers of their jobs. Katie Kim – Runs 1:45   
 
REAL ESTATE- MICHAEL REESE DEVELOPMENT ANNOUNCEMENT- 6PM PKG-  
An announcement was made today by developers that they have bought and will build on the land of 
the former Michael Reese Hospital. The city had bought the 52 acres of land for 89 million shortly after 
announcing they were bidding for the 2016 Olympics. But after losing the bid, the land sat empty. The 
city has now sold the land to a developer who plans to build a new train station, stores, and condos- 
saying the development of the Obama Library nearby was definitely a motivator in the agreement. City 
Council members and the Pier Authority still have to okay the agreement. Mary Ann Ahern - Runs 1:41 
 
 
MONDAY , JUNE 5, 2017  
 
CRIME- ATM SKIMMERS FOUND- AURORA - 10PM PKG-  
Aurora police are putting out a warning after police have found illegal skimming devices on three 
different ATM machines. One customer who saw the skimmer at one location reported it to police. 



Other illegal skimmers were found in Batavia and Yorkville as well. Officials give some advice what to 
lookout for when using an ATM. Police has identified two suspects, but need the public’s help finding 
them.  Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:13 
 
GOVERNMENT- BLAGO TAPES/PRITZKER- 6PM PKG-  
There's new fallout today after tapes are released in which the Democratic Gubernatorial candidate and 
billionaire JB Pritzker is heard asking about a possible job appointment to former Governor Rod 
Blagojevich.  Opponents says Pritzker was asking the now imprisoned former governor to be appointed 
to state treasurer in 2008, in hopes of skipping the line. Pritzker put out a statement after the release of 
the phone call, saying he regrets the tone of the phone call. Mary Ann Ahern-Runs 2:33  
 
 
TRANSPORTATION- TAXIS- CHICAGO- 430PM PKG- 
Taxi drivers competing with rideshare apps are asking for a level playing field. One taxi driver says 10 
years ago he would have been fine working five days a week, but now he has to work seven days a week 
with lower wages to compete with Uber and other rideshare programs. Christian Farr Runs 2:33 
 
NBC5 RESPONDS- INSURANCE COVERAGE-GLEN ELLYN- 10PM PKG-   
Family fights for their own insurance after helping others get their own. They've said they're been 
refused investigation after they've helped others. Their daughter has a disease, a digestive disorder with 
no cure, which limits what she could eat. After switching insurance providers, they spent thousands on 
formula after the insurance company denied them coverage. But thanks to NBC5, they were able to get 
a change in coverage from United Healthcare. Chris Coffey- Runs 3:08 
 
CRIME- STOLEN COW STATUE- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG  
A beloved cow statue was stolen over the weekend on Chicago's Northside. The owner of the statue 
says it was not so much a financial valuable piece as much as a conversation piece with people dressing 
up the statue for the holidays, taking pictures next to it. There's a 100 dollar reward for information and 
arrest of the suspects. Trina Orlando- Runs 2:03  
 
HEALTH- SCABIES OUTBREAK- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG -  
Chicago public health officials announce a possible scabies outbreak at a local daycare center when 
more than a dozen kids and 14 workers may have been exposed last month. Scabies is a contagious 
disease and health officials have closed down the daycare center. Chris Hush- Runs 1:54  
 
 
TUESDAY, JUNE 6, 2017 
 
NBC5 INVESTIGATES:  ANDREW HOLMES PROFILE- CHICAGO-10PM PKG- 
A well-known activist, Andrew Holmes, shows Chicago even through tragedy- he perseveres and helps 
other crime victims. Holmes, who lost his own child to gun violence, is in the forefront of many Chicago 
shootings, asking the community to step up and help find the suspects in crimes. Carol Marin -Runs 3:43 
 
ACCIDENT- WEDDING RING/U2- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG-  
A U2 fan, Brianna Watt says she lost her wedding ring after going to concert at Soldier Field and is asking 
the public’s help in finding it. Trina Orlando-Runs 1:49 
 
 



IMMIGRATION- DEPORTATION FIGHT- CHICAGO  4PM PKG -  
Noe Adan Carlos Herrara has a meeting today with immigration officials, facing deportation to Mexico. 
He has spent a year in detention. Today a judge has delayed his deportation and will revisit the case next 
month. Supporters of the father of a toddler gathered at the Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
office to protest his deportation. Charlie Wojciechowski-Runs 1:40  
 
TRANSPORTATION- SCORPION ON PLANE- MEXICO/CHICAGO 4PM PKG 
A man has been reported with a scorpion bite as he was flying on Aero México to Chicago late Sunday 
night. One passenger described how the victim was taken off the plane and checked out while 
passengers waited at O’Hare.  Aero Mexico officials say no one was transported to the hospital and it's 
unknown if the scorpion was on the plane at the time of if the victim was bitten before getting onto the 
plane. Health officials tell us some scorpion bites could be deadly, depending on if the victim 
is allergic to them. Christian Farr- Runs 2:20 
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE-KIDNEY DISEASE- CHICAGO- PKG-  
More than 31 million Americans have kidney disease, but don’t know it. So the American Kidney Fund is 
raising awareness with an action day, so those at risk can manage their disease. One participant saw the 
tents and decided to check it out, getting screened. One of the most prominent supporters this year is 
Chicago Police Superintendent Eddie Johnson who shared what it’s like to live 31 years with kidney 
disease. LeeAnn Trotter- Runs 1:32  
 
ACCIDENT- DERAILEMENT- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG  
South Shore train service restored after earlier derailment; 18 cars were still trapped at Millennium 
Station after the afternoon derailment. Metra officials plan to be on hand overnight to fix the tracks and 
get the trains out of the way. Today's derailment caused major delays during rush hour and passengers 
on the train describe staying in the cars for hours while they tried to approach the station. Chris Hush-
Runs 1:54  
 
 
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 7, 2017  
 
EDUCATION/HEALTH- STUDENTS CUTTING- CHICAGO 10PM PKG  
Letters have gone out to parents of CPS students after reports of children cutting themselves at the 
Mark Twain Elementary school is causing concern. Some blame a new Netflix show, 13 Reasons why, for 
giving the children the idea to hurt themselves. Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:11  
 
ENVIRONMENT- CHICAGO PARIS ACCORD- 6PM, PKG-  
Mayor Emanuel signs an executive order committing Chicago to the Paris Accord. This comes after 
President Trump announces the USA is dropping out of the Agreement, made during the Obama 
Administration. The mayor made the announcement during a global cities conference in which dozens of 
mayors from around the world gathered to discuss issues from Terrorism to climate change. Mary Ann 
Ahern-Runs 2:13 
 
 NBC5 RESPONDS- STOLEN TAX RETURN-CHICAGO-10PM PKG  
A stolen tax refund was returned after vanishing in sophisticated scam. A Chicago victim gets his $3,200 
refund returned in scam in which tax preparer targeted taxpayers. A Michigan based accountant was hit 
by hackers who infiltrated the email server, intercepting emails with tax refund details, and then stole 
his identity. Lisa Parker- Runs 3:03      



 
TRANSPORTATION- SOUTH SHORE TRAIN- DERAILMENT FOLLOW- CHICAGO-   4PMPKG -  
South Shore commuters still saw delays this morning following yesterday afternoon's derailment at 
the Millennium station in Chicago. No one was injured in the derailment, but rail workers spent the 
overnight fixing the track for the am rush hour. Susan Carlson-Runs 1:40  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE-RESCUE DOGS – BUFFALO GROVE - 4PMPKG –  
An area vet clinic combines valuable training with the desire to help needy dogs and cats. Rehabilitating 
Rescue Clinic helps provide free vet service for dogs and cats rescued from animal care and control. The 
clinic also is an essential training program for future veterinarians. Lee Ann Trotter- Runs 1:28 
 
POLICE INVOLVED SHOOTING-CHICAGO- 6PM PKG  
Police shot two men after shots were fired at them overnight on the city's Northside. The two men are 
hospitalized and Chicago police say they have seen a rise in shots fired at police recently. This latest 
incident is the fourth time police have been fired upon. Phil Rogers 2:05 
 
POLITICSS- COMEY TESTIMONY PREVIEW- GLENCOE/WASHINGTON DC 10PM PKG 
A former House Judiciary Committee attorney during the Watergate hearing talks about what to expect 
at tomorrow’ s James Comey testimony to the Senate Intelligence committee. Today, Comey, the former 
FBI Director released a seven page opening statement to the press, sharing what people could expect 
from his testimony on Thursday. Michelle Relerford- 1:40  
 
 EDUCATION- MARINE GRADUATION- HAMMOND- 10PM PKG-  
A high school student who has joined the Marines was denied walking in the graduation procession 
because he wore his uniform instead of the traditional cap and gown. Parents of the school are 
outraged, but the Marine and his family would not comment tonight. School officials say the reason for 
the action is consistency to the graduation ceremony Chris Hush- Runs 1:25  
 
THURSDAY, JUNE 8, 2017  
 
SPORTS- DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ALLEGATIONS- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG-  
Addison Russell, a star shortstop for the Chicago Cubs was given the day off by the Cubs as allegations of 
domestic abuse is being investigated. A friend of the wife of Russell accused him of physical and mental 
abuse to his wife. The Major League Baseball is investigating, while players were careful not to say 
anything more about the case. Today the president of the Cubs says its standard procedure for MLB to 
investigate these matters, not the club. Natalie Martinez/Mike Berman- Runs 9:15 
 
SECURITY GOVERNMENT- CUBS SECURITY- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG 
The City of Chicago writes letter to Cubs about Wrigley security concerns, saying they lack security 
around the stadium and new park bars. But the Cubs say the city could have asked them before. Mary 
Ann Ahern- Runs 1:33 now.   
 
SECURITY/POLITICS- COMEY TESTIMONY- WASHINGTON DC- 4PM/6PM  
Millions of people watched the hearings of former FBI Director James Comey today, as he testified about 
President Trump to the Senate Intelligence Committee. In his testimony, Comey said Trump tried to 
obstruct the investigation into Russian meddling into U.S. elections by asking Comey about the 
investigation several times. Comey also testified that he saved memos because he thought the President 



would lie about what really happened and allowed a professor to give those notes to the media. Phil 
Rogers 4:30  
 
POLITICS- LOCAL LAWMAKERS REACTION- 6PM PKG-  
Following the hearings, local lawmakers in Washington DC came down, not surprisingly along party lines 
reacting to James Comey's testimony. Democratic Lawmakers say the President obstructed the Russian 
FBI investigation after hearing Comey’s testimony. Republicans said there was no collusion by president 
trump and that they want to find out more about the leaking of the memos to the media. Mary Ann 
Ahern Runs 2:40  
 
CRIME - OAK LAWN FATAL FIRES- HOMICIDE- 5PM PKG   
2 people are dead from an overnight fatal fire and the police and fire department are now looking at this 
as a homicide investigation. Neighbors say they saw the fire and one of the victims running out of the 
trailer, on fire, in the Oak Lawn Trailer park and there was nothing they could do. Ash Har Quraishi Runs 
1:38  
 
SPORTS- REGATTA- CHICAGO-430PM PKG - 
A world renowned regatta takes place this weekend on Lake Michigan. The Chicago Yacht Club is hosting 
Helly Hansen NOOD Regatta and it promises to be an exciting race- with 15 classes of boats and 145 
boats on the water at one time. Kale Dionne- Runs 2:14 
 
 
ECONOMY -AMAZON FACILITIES- ROMEOVILLE- 5PM PKG-  
A new Amazon warehouse is opening up in the south suburbs and the Governor was part of the opening 
ceremonies, saying this will help create more than 600 jobs. Gov. Rauner says there were no tax 
incentives used to build this warehouse and that more will be opening up in the state during the year. 
Emily Florez- Runs 1:51  
 
FRIDAY, JUNE 9, 2017 
 
CRIME - POLICE INVOLVED SHOOTING- LYONS/SYCAMORE- 10PM PKG-  
Person fatally shot by police in Lyons was Sycamore homicide suspect, state police say. The identity of 
the Sycamore victim was not released and state agencies are investigating the shooting. Ash-Har 
Quraishi-Runs 1:46   
 
ACCIDENT- BALLOON MISHAP- CHATSWORTH- 10PM PKG-  
 A spectator took pictures of a hot air balloon mishap in which the pilot of the balloon lost control of the 
wild ride and fell out of the basket. The spectator, Wayne Germain says there was a sudden gust of wind 
that went from care-free event to frantic. You can see the pilot dangling upside down from the basket 
about fifty feet and goes tumbling down. People on the ground screamed to the passengers inside the 
basket navigating them back down beyond trees and power lines. Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:00  
 
ENTERTAINMENT- BLUESFEST CHICAGO- 6PM PKG-  
The annual Bluesfest hits the city today and for the first time, it has moved from Grant Park to 
Millennium Park. Billy Branch, a renowned bluesmen are headliners and celebrating their 40th 
anniversary with some of his original band members. Lee Ann trotter- Runs 1:01  
 
HEALTH - TICK WARNING- MAYWOOD/VILLA PARK - 5PM PKG –  



Health experts say this could be a banner year for ticks and that’s not good news for anyone who spends 
time outside. One pet owner tells us how he found ticks on his dog just walking outside. The Center for 
Disease Control and Prevention says that if you don’t treat the bite right away, it could become fatal. 
One lab in Villa Park says they’ve seen an uptick in people coming in for blood work to see if they are 
infected.   
Lisa Chavarria – Runs 1:42  
 
MONDAY JUNE 12, 2017 
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE – LAW ENFORCEMENT - – GIRL HUGS-CHICAGO- 10PM PKG  
A little girl on mission to give cops hugs across country comes to Chicago. Rosalyn Baldwin loves police 
and decided to go across country to hug as many police as she can.  Chris Hush- Runs 1:59  
  
ACCIDENT- HOUSE EXPLOSION- MARENGO- 4pm –  
Today residents go back to their homes to see the damage after an explosion demolished 4 homes and 
damaged almost 60 others. The city is holding a meeting tonight to inform residents of options for them, 
and the fire department says after looking at the damage, it’s a miracle no one died. Video from the sky 
makes it look like a tornado went through the area. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:23  
 
FEATURE- PICTURE GIVEAWAY- MISTAKE - AURORA-10PM PKG   
Samantha Van Horn makes a mistake of a lifetime and is asking people’s help in rectifying it. She was 
hosting a garage sale and mistakenly sold priceless family photos.  A mini Cooper driver bought them for 
$30 at the garage sale . Natalie Martinez – Runs 2:11  
  
GOVERNMENT- COOK COUNTY ASSESSOR- COOK COUNTY – 5PKG-  
Cook County assessor pushes back after a report alleging property evaluation inequality. In the report, 
Berrios is accused of giving deals to the wealthy while not helping the impoverished. Today he 
announced they are increasing outreach programs so residents understand the appeal process. Mary 
Ann Ahern- Runs 2:20   
  
CRIME-12 YEAR OLD STABBED- CHICAGO – 4PM PKG- 
A 12 year old who was staying at a social services home is kidnapped and stabbed to death  by her 
mom’s ex- boyfriend late Sunday night . Police were able to find him soon after the incident and he’ll be 
charged in the next 24 hours. Police believe the murder was domestic related. Lisa Chavarria – Runs 2:41  
  
HEALTH- EXTREME HEAT-5PKG- 
Chicagoland is experiencing several days of heat and humidity , along with the rest of the Midwest.  We 
get some good tips about how to protect yourself from heatstroke. Alicia Roman- Runs 1:32  
  
CRIME- TODDLER FOUND- 6APKG  
Family of toddler found alone at south side has been located. Chicago Police had put out an alert asking 
for the public’s help after the child was found alone at Rainbow Beach. The child, who was in good 
condition, was checked out at a local hospital and taken into DCFS custody. Regina Waldroup- Runs- 
1:10    
  
TUESDAY, JUNE 13, 2017 
  
BEACH STABBING- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG 



Two men got into a fight in a very crowded popular beach Tuesday afternoon and a knife fight occurred. 
The two men were taken to the hospital and police had to shut down the beach. This isn't the first 
time the popular beach has had issues and residents and visitors voice their concerns about safety. 
Chrisa Hush- Runs 1:50  
  
ENTERTAINMENT/CRIME- AUSTIN JONES CHARGES - CHICAGO-10PM PKG  
YouTube star Austin Jones was arrested in Chicago for emailing underage girls, asking for them to send 
sexually explicit pictures. The singer was arrested at O’Hare as he was heading to his Bloomingdale 
home, now faces child pornography charges. Jones has had a past history with controversy, after 
complaints rose when he asked kids to twerk- Natalie Martinez-Runs 2:12   
  
MILITARY- WHITE SOX NAVY OATH- 10PM PKG-  
Navy recruits took their oath of office at the Chicago White Sox baseball game today. Families watched 
and shared the emotional stories of watching another generation join the military. The recruits, joined 
by Navy officials and families, were treated to a baseball game before starting their jobs at Great Lakes 
Naval base tomorrow. Trina Orlando – Runs 1:58 
  
WEDNESDAY JUNE 14, 2017  
  
WEATHER- JUNE STORMS- SANDWICH/HICKORY HILLS- 6PM/10PM PKG –  
June storms hit swiftly in western and northern Chicagoland area. Tree and home damage was found in 
Sandwich and Hinckley along with power outages and broken power lines. Heavy flooding in Crystal Lake 
forced the closure of roads .Staff- Runs 5:06 
  
CRIME- CONGRESSMAN SHOOTING- WASHINGTON DC/VIRGINIA-10PKG  
More information is coming out about the shooting of a Congressman, his staff, and security detail this 
evening. The Congressman is in critical condition, as both sides of the aisle unite in support for him and 
the others about the shooting at a baseball field this morning.  Tonight the president came out with a 
statement about the shooting. Michelle Relerford-Runs 2:13 
  
CRIME- CONGRESSMAN SHOOTER INVESTIGATION-BELLEVILLE ILLINOIS- 6PMPKG- 
 More information is coming out on the suspect who shot a Congressman, several of his staff and 
security officers. James T. Hodgkinson was killed by police during the morning shooting and the FBI 
swarmed his Belleville home looking for evidence behind the shooting. Police report he asked 
shortly before the shooting if this was a baseball practice for the Republicans or Democrats. Neighbors 
were shocked when they learned the suspect was from their small town of Belleville, Illinois, but do 
admit he's been vocal about Bernie Sanders and anti-Trump sentiment. Chris Coffey- Runs 2:01  
  
INVESTIGATION- CRIME- SHOOTER BACKGROUND- BELLEVILLE-6PM/10PM PKG  
An in-depth profile of James Thomas Hodgkinson shows he used to own a home inspector's company, 
and had been arrested in the past. He also was very vocal in his views with letters he would send to local 
newspapers. Katie Kim- Runs 3:50  
 
CRIME- LUGGAGE STOLEN- CHICAGO-  
A group of Jewish students from Michigan in Chicago had their luggage stolen from their van. Religious 
garb was inside the luggage and the group is asking for the public's help in finding the luggage. Chris 
Hush-Runs 1:49  
  



POLITICS- VA- SHOOTING- WASHINGTON DC/CHICAG0- 5PM/6PM PKG  
Local politicians unite in a call for ending gun violence after one of their own was shot on a Virginia 
baseball field. Politicians react to the news that the shooting might have been politically motivated. 
Mary Ann Ahern –Runs 3:42  
  
ECONOMY/CRIME-CARSHARING PROGRAM ENDS- 4PMPKG-  
A user of a local car-sharing program from Enterprise reacts when she gets an e-mail from them, which 
claimed the latest crime targeting their fleet stolen in Chicago has forced them to end the program. 
Verna Moore says she depends on the Enterprise program to do her weekly chores, since she did not 
own a car. This may be the first major move by a company to admit that Chicago crime has forced them 
to end a program. Ash-Har Quraishi- 2:07  
   
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- MUSIC FOR DIANE- 6PMPKG -    
A Jazz society is hosting a benefit for longtime musician and music teacher Dianne Ellis who suffered a 
stroke. She helped form some of Chicago's biggest jazz musicians and this is one way they thought about 
paying her back. A special concert benefit with more than 30 musicians is scheduled for this weekend. 
Lee Ann Trotter 1:39 
  
THURSDAY JUNE 15, 2017 
  
  
HEALTH/EDUCATION- CHICAGO-  6PVOSOT-  
A Chicago student who was diagnosed with non-verbal autism is going to college, a dream come true 
for their family and him. Timmy Shepard was unable to speak at the age of 3, diagnosed with autism 
but they after taking him to Illinois Masonic Hospital, he got continually better over the next 15 years. 
This spring he graduated from Northside College Prep and was recruited by colleges across the country. 
He announced he's going to attend University of Illinois at Chicago this fall. Trina Orlando Runs: 45  
  
POLITICS- LOTTERY /SPECIAL SESSION- 5PM /PKG-  
Today Powerball and Mega Million announced if a budget deal is not reached by the end of June, they 
are yanking their lotteries from the state of Illinois. This comes on the same day the Governor has called 
for a special session beginning next week and warning politicians will not be leaving Springfield until an 
agreement is reached. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 4:46  
  
WEATHER- EVANSTON STORM CLEAN-UP- PKG-  
Neighborhoods in Evanston were hit hard after severe weather hit the northern suburb. Trees fell on 
homes and cars, but fortunately no one was injured in Wednesday's storm. One senior resident shows 
us the inside of her home and the damage it caused. Outside the home, sidewalks buckled, trees split in 
half and power lines dropped.  Ash-Har Quraishi- Runs 2:16 
  
CRIME- VA BASEBALL TEAM SHOOTER- BELLEVILLE- 6PKG-  
The estranged wife of James Hodgkinson spoke out for the first time, apologizing for the shootings her 
husband did in Virginia yesterday. Sue Hodgkinson said she felt horrible about the shootings and had no 
idea her husband was going to do it. She had recently separated with the shooter in March after 30 
years of marriage. Chris Coffey- Runs 1:49 
  
CRIME- ENTERTAINER RELEASED - CHICAGO-6PMPKG –  



Suburban YouTube sensation Austin Jones was released on bond after spending several days in jail 
following his arrest. Jones faces charges of “enticing" two minors to film them in sexually compromising 
videos. The 24 year old Bloomingdale resident posted bond and is forbidden to use computers and social 
media, and avoid contact with witnesses or any victims. He would not comment when he left jail. Charlie 
Wojciechowski- runs 2:10 
  
FRIDAY JUNE 16, 2017  
 
POLITICS- CUBA RESTRICTIONS- CHICAGO/MIAMI/CUBA- 5PM PKG-  
Today President Trump began steps to roll back policies aimed at the Cuban-American agreement made 
by the previous administration. The change would restrict travel to Cuba and keep money from 
businesses out of the Cuban military. One Cuban American sports the change saying an agreement 
should never had been made and put Americans at risk. But others say it will negatively impact 
America’s global reputation and the President is hurting this country by going backwards, not forwards. 
Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 1:39  
  
ENTERTAINMENT- PUERTO RICAN FESTIVAL- CHICAGO- 6PM VOSOT-  
The Puerto Rican weekend festival gets underway today with plenty of great music and food. Tomorrow 
the parade kicks off with former FALN leader Oscar Lopez Rivera expected to participate. He's been a 
controversial figure in Puerto Rican rights recently when he was released. But today, the fun and 
festivities was the only thing on the mind of visitors. LeeAnn Trotter- Runs 1:30  
  
ECONOMY- AMAZON- WHOLE FOOD - CHICAGO- 4PM PKG- 
Today Amazon announced they are buying the grocery giant Whole Foods for 14 billion dollars in cash. 
This is another step of Amazon's movement to move from brick and mortar shopping to online, even 
with groceries. But while some customers support it saying they already use Amazon for much of their 
other shopping needs, some traditional shoppers say they like to touch and see food in person before 
buying it. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:15 
  
CRIME- PLAYGROUND SHOOTING-CHICAGO- 6PM/10PM PKG-  
Two girls were shot on the Southside while playing in a school playground. Police say the suspects drove 
past the school where shots were fired,  the intended victims ran into a playground at Warren school 
where the suspects shot their guns, hitting the 7 year old and 12 year old. Neither of the girls were 
seriously injured. Meantime, a peace march turned out hundreds as people speak their  minds against 
the violence in the streets of Chicago. Trina Orlando/Natalie Martinez- Runs 7:53  
 
MONDAY JUNE 19, 2017  
 
SPORTS- BEARS LAWSUIT- CHICAGO- 10pm PKG  
Chicago Bears are being sued by a Packers fan, who was told he would not be able to wear his Green Bay 
Packer gear on the field. The Bears said it was a dress code they have for the attendees to the 
Bears Season Ticket Holder Experience events that say they must be in Bears attire . The Bears would 
not comment on the lawsuit . Chris Hush-Runs 2:52  
 
CRIME- CHAINSAW ATTACK- ARLINGTON HEIGHTS -10PM PKG 
A man attacks motorists with a chainsaw after a car accident in Arlington Heights. Witnesses say the 
suspect intentionally hit another and then came after the victim with a chainsaw.  One person has been 
arrested. Police are still investigating. Trina Orlando- Runs 1:57  



 
HOMICIDE- HINSDALE MURDER- 4PM PKG -    
The suspect, 30 year old Dominic Sanders is denying charges of murder in the killing of a Hinsdale 
mother. Prosecutors say he admitted to police he was inside the home and pawned the victim’s rings, 
but today he pleaded not guilty. 51 year old Andrea Urban was found dead in her kitchen by her teenage 
son in May. Susan Carlson Runs 1:34  
 
 
POLITICS- DEMOCRATIC ENDORSEMENTS- ILLINOIS- 430PM PKG  
The Illinois primary is still nine months away, but the high profile gubernatorial race is gathering a lot of 
attention. Two candidates received Congressional endorsements today. Congressman Luis Gutierrez is 
backing JB Pritzker for Governor, while Bobby Rush is backing Chris Kennedy. Mary Ann Ahern Runs 2:07  
 
ECONOMY- MINIMUM WAGES- DES PLAINES- 6PM PKG-  
The village, which had adopted Cook County's $15 dollars an hour wage hike and sick time policy, has 
called a second vote on the issue following resident’s outcry. Small businesses say they could go out of 
business if the policies take place, while workers say they can't afford to live on the minimum wage they 
are given now. Christian Farr Runs 3:20   
 
 
 
 
TUESDAY, JUNE 20, 2017  
 
CRIME- KIDS SHOT- GARY - 4PM/5PM PKG-  
Two kids from Gary were shot in separate incidents. Nine year old Devin Marshall and eight-year old 
Harmony Harton were shot, neither injuries were life -threatening. Horton was shot when three bullets 
hit their house and went through a glass patio door and the young girl. The nine year old went to a door 
to talk to a relative when shots were fired, hitting him in the chest area. Lauren Petty/Regina Waldrop- 
Runs 3:27  
 
 
GOVERNMENT- BUDGET PREVIEW -SPRINGFIELD- 4PMPKG-  
Lawmakers are to meet in Springfield tomorrow for a special session called by the Governor, in hopes of 
passing a budget. The special session costs 40,000 dollars a day with the June 30th deadline looming. If 
no budget is passed by the deadline, it will be the third year in which lawmakers did not pass a budget, 
schools social services and construction projects throughout the state are said to suffer. Mary Ann 
Ahern- Runs 1:30  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- YACHT TRIPS FOR DISABLED-CHICAGO- 430PM PKG –  
The Chicago Yacht club helped organize a special trip on Lake Michigan for disabled participants.  
For some of the 200 people invited from several organizations, this was their first sailing trip. This cruise 
treated them to a parade style cruise, which eventually made its way to Navy Pier to be greeted by the 
Chicago Fire department. Lisa Chavarria – Runs 1:52  
 
SAFETY- LAKEVIEW SAFETY- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG –  
After an increase in crime in the popular tourist neighborhood of Streeterville, Alderman Reilly says he's 
willing to put his aldermanic money towards more security. He wants gates that cross the Ohio 



Underpass to be closed at night after recent shootings nearby.  Chicago Department of Transportation is 
surveying the lighting in the area, and the Department of Emergency Management is working with the 
Alderman to increase security in the area. Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:00 
 
ENTERTAINMENT JIMMY BUFFET- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG  
Tickets for Jimmy Buffett went on sale today for his musical production “Escape to Margaritaville”. The 
musical comedy features some of the most popular Jimmy Buffett classics. The writers of the musical 
spent the last four years working with Buffett and it’s already a big hit in California. The director of the 
La Jolla production will also be directing the Chicago production. Lee Ann Trotter-runs 1:16  
 
POLITICS GOVERNOR RAUNER- LIVE SPEECH-SPRINGFIELD- 6PM-  
Governor Rauner gave a live speech about tomorrow's special session, saying time is of the essence for 
both sides of the aisle to come together and agree on a budget. STAFF- Runs 4:00 
 
POLITICS-GOVERNORS SPEECH/DEMOCRATS RESPOND- CHICAGO-6PM VOSOT-  
Democrats are  already weighing in on their response to the Governor’s speech. State Representative 
Ann Williams joins us with their response. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 1:45  
 
ENTERTAINMENT-TRANSFORMERS RED CARPET- 10PM PKG  
Stars showed up for the premier of the new Transformers movie. Actors Anthony Hopkins, Mark 
Wahlberg and Josh Duhamel all talk about filming in Chicago and what a great experience it was. Chris 
Hush- Runs 1:36  
 
 
WEDNESDAY JUNE 21, 2017  
 
SPORTS- HOSSA OUT- CHICAGO- 5pm PKG  
New information emerged after announcement that Blackhawks player Marion Hossa is out for the 
season from a skin disease he contracted from hockey equipment. A doctor spoke about these types of 
skin disorders and the side effects medications have on athletes who use them. Emily Florez- Runs 2:07 
 
SPORTS - ADDISON RUSSELL DIVORCE- 10PVOSOT –  
The attorney for the wife of Cubs star Addison Russell speaks out after news emerged that he and his 
wife are splitting up. Earlier, Cubs management said Major League Baseball is looking into allegations of 
abuse from Addison to his wife. Today, the attorney for Melissa Mussel would not confirm allegations of 
domestic abuse, says she is hurting and her main concern is what’s best for their child. Michelle 
Relerford- Runs: 45  
 
CRIME/TRANSPORATION- SKYWAY SHOOTING- 6PM PKG- 
Police are investigating a homicide/suicide which happened early Wednesday morning on the Chicago 
Skyway near the tollbooth. Police say the shooting stemmed from a domestic incident between the 
shooter, Christopher Pena and Lisa Fisher, the homicide victim. Ash Har Quraishi- 2:03 
 
POLITICS- SPECIAL SESSION- SPRINGFIELD- 6PM PKG-  
Today was the first day of a special session in Springfield and not a lot got done. The Senate only met for 
about an hour and the House did not pass any budget. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:14  
 
ENTERTAINMENT-TASTE PREVIEW- CHICAGO- 6A-   



Today we get a sneak peak of this year’s  Taste of Chicago, with the new vendors joining in with the total 
66 restaurants participating  as well as some of the music acts fans can expect. The event happens July 
5-9 in Grant Park. Susan Carlson- Runs 5:50  
  
TOURISM- INDIANA WATER PARK/ WATER SAFETY- WHITING-5PM  PKG-  
Workers in Whihala Beach in Whiting are putting the finishing touches to the new floating water park in 
Lake Michigan. The mayor talks about how this will be a positive impact for their town, and hopes to 
bring more attention to what they have to offer. It's also a good time to remind people about water 
safety with kids getting out of school, so safety experts held a water safety survival presentation with 
the kids in summer camp. Regina Waldroup- Runs 1:47  
 
 
THURSDAY , JUNE 22, 2017  
 
 SPORTS- BULLS TRADE BUTLER- CHICAGO 5pm/10PKG-  
Today the bulls announce they have traded Jimmy Butler to the Minnesota Timberwolves for three 
young players and three lottery picks in blockbuster deal. It’s another sign the team is looking into 
rebuilding their team. Mike Berman – Runs 3:40  
 
CRIME - LAKEVIEW SAFETY- CHICAGO – 10PM PKG-  
Chicago police warn of Boystown robberies ahead of Pride Parade. A Chicago police alert has been 
issued following overnight robberies in the Lakeview area.  With nearly a million spectators expected for 
the weekend, the police have put together a plan to make sure it comes off without a hitch. Fines for 
open alcohol could be up to one thousand dollars and Alderman are reminding visitors that there is not 
parking, and to take public transportation. Trina Orlando – Runs 1:52  
 
LAW ENFORCEMENT-  9TH WARD POLICE- CHICAGO- PKG- 
Residents in the Rosalind and Pullman neighborhoods are getting Cook County Sheriff patrols to help 
supplement the Chicago police because of the violence. Residents have been asking for more help in 
quelling the violence and hope more officers will make a difference. Approximately 50-60 Sheriff, Police 
and staff will supplement the work and efforts of the Chicago police. Michelle Relerford- Runs 2:05  
 
DEVELOPMENT- JACKSON PARK GOLF- CHICAGO- VOSOT –  
New renderings of the Jackson Park golf course were released today. The plan is to merge the Jackson 
Park and South Shore Golf courses into PGA-Caliber links. The cost is around 30-million dollars with 24 
million dollars coming from the private sector. Taxpayers may have to pay for infrastructure changes 
such as two new underpasses. So far the response has been positive. Michelle Relerford- Runs: 45 
 
NATURE- ANGRY BIRDS - CHICAG0 -5PM PKG –  
A group of angry birds have established residents in urban area, attacking nearby joggers near the 31st 
street beach. The field Museum ornithologist talks about why these red wing black birds are dive 
bombing residents. Ash-Har Quraishi- runs 1:49  
   
POLITICS - SPECIAL SESSION- SPRINGFIELD – 10PM PKG  
Another day where both the Senate and the House were unable to come up with a budget. In fact, the 
Senate barely met today and each day costs taxpayers 40-thousand dollars a day.  A meeting 
is scheduled for Friday between the House leader and the GOP House Minority leader, but not with the 
Governor.  Ann Ahern- 2:01  



 
NBC 5 INVESTIGATES- ANGIE’S LIST UNLICENSED PLUMBERS - CHICAGO- 6PM   
A look at unlicensed plumbers that made the seal of approval on Angie’s List. It turns out Angie’s List 
relies on a companies’ word that they have proper license. After NBC5 Investigates took our findings to 
them, they promised to weed out the unlicensed plumbers.  Phil Rogers- Runs 2:47  
 
FRIDAY, JUNE 23,. 2017  
 
ENTERTAINMENT - OLD ST PATS BLOCK PARTY-CHICAGO- 10PM 
This Chicago block party has long history of lasting romance. Since 1984 the block party has grown leaps 
and bounds and now is becoming a gathering place for singles to meet their true love. Ash- Har Quraishi- 
Runs 2:08    
 
INVESTIGATIVE- HITMAN FOR THE MOB- ILLINOIS/INDIANA – 10PM PKG-  
A new book offers details on the life of Tony Spilatro, a famous hitman for the mob. Spilotro and his 
brother were found in a shallow grave in Indiana in 1986. Spilatro was once one of the Mob’s most 
feared killers. Carol Marin-Runs 3:19  
 
CULTURE-  PRIDE FESTIVAL  –5PM PKG-  
Up to a million people are expected to attend this weekend’s Pride Festival in the Lakeview 
Neighborhood. While it’s a colorful event, police have added extra patrols to make sure participants and 
patrons are safe. There is also the increase in fines for people caught openly drinking on the street. 
Michelle Relerford- Runs 2:05  
  
 
CRIME BUMP AND RUN THIEVES- CHICAGO- 6PM PKG 
"Bump and run" thieves make off with Porsche in River North, Chicago police say. Thieves are using their 
cars in what seems an innocent accident, which turns out to target high end cars near clubs and nice 
restaurants. Lisa Chavarria – Runs 2:35    
 
 
MONDAY , JUNE 26, 2017  
 
  
LAW ENFORCEMENT-ATF VAN –CHICAGO - 11AM/ 5PM PKG- 
 Federal law enforcement officials have lent a mobile ballistic testing van to Chicago in hopes of solving 
and catching criminals faster. The van is able to turn around ballistic tests in hours instead of waiting 
days. The NIBIN van arrived from Baltimore June 1.  Residents concerned about violence say anything 
that could help is welcome. The van is on loan for one month. Susan Carlson/ Brooks Runs 1:30 
  
 CRIME- POLICE INVOLVED ACCIDENT- 10PM PKG  
A Vigil is held for a mom who was killed early this morning by a vehicle fleeing police. The mother of the 
victim says she has not gotten any answers from police as to why her daughter was killed,  especially by 
a SUV driven by an off-duty officer, The accident happened this morning . Trina Orlando- Runs 2:10  
  
GOVERNMENT- LAWMAKERS SPECIAL SESSION- SPRINGFIELD- 6PM PKG-  
Democrats draft budget with 4 days left in session. But there's no agreement yet on a budget which 
looms over the state, and warnings are out about how Illinois could become the first state in the country 



to have junk status credit, which means in order to borrow money from lenders, it's going to cost a lot 
more. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:17  
  
CRIME- FATAL CRASH- CHICAGO-6pm/10pmPKG-  
New surveillance footage released today shows a horrific crash in which a Nissan car was traveling at a 
high rate of speed and hit a pole,  The driver got out of the car, but left the female victim inside. 
Witnesses say they asked him if anyone else was in the car and he said no. Police searched for the driver 
after he took off, only to find out later he killed himself at his home. Lisa Chavarria/Natalie Martinez- 
Runs 3:59 
 
CRAFT BEER RESTAURANT- TROTTER- 5PM- 
The bond for beer and baseball is getting stronger after the new Wrigley Field Plaza is offering some 
exclusive beers from Chicago’s craft beer brewers. The old Irving brewery is collaborating with other 
Chicago breweries to come up with specific beers only available at the craft beer pub called Lucky Dorr. 
LeeAnn Trotter – Runs 1:44 
 
TUESDAY, JUNE 27, 2017  
 
ACCIDENT/LAW ENFORCEMENT-DOUBLE FATAL CAR CRASH- CHICAGO- 4A- 6A-  
An off duty police officer who was being chased by police crashed into another driver in the 4400 block 
of west Roosevelt. Investigators have not said why the officer was speeding. A witness to the scene says 
she heard the crash and saw a group of police descend on the scene. Both the off duty officer, and the 
driver of the other vehicle died from the accident.  Lauren Petty- Runs 11:15  
 
LAW ENFORCEMENT-POLICE INDICTMENTS- 6pm and 10pPKG-  
Three officers were indicted on conspiracy , obstruction and misconduct charges involving the police 
involved shooting of teenager Laquan McDonald. Today the special prosecutor announced the 
indictment. Trina Orlando/Regina Waldroup- Runs 2:25  
  
NBC5 INVESTIGATES-FATAL CRASH-6PMPKG-  
After this morning's double fatal crash, NBC5 has learned that Chicago police tried to pull over the off-
duty officer before the fatal crash. But we still don't know many answers including whey the off-duty 
officer fled the police. Phil Rogers- Runs 2:30 
  
HEALTH/ECONOMY-SODA TAX PROTEST-COOK COUNTY- 5pmPKG –  
Businesses owners and beverage industry officials came out in droves to protest the Cook County's 
beverage tax ordinance which adds a penny an ounce to sugary drinks. The County president says the 
tax is to help deter people from sugary drinks and obesity, but business owners say they will lose 
customers because of it. Charlie Wojciechowski-2:10 Runs   
  
GOVERNMENT- LOTTERY - ILLINOIS- 6pPKG  
The Illinois lottery will delay payments to some winners if a state budget isn't reached by the end of the 
week. They announced today they can only pay for winners under 25,000 dollars. Mary Ann Ahern - 
Runs 2:02    
  
Neighborhood Hero- Religion- Ministries help teens- 4PM PKG   
Precious Blood Ministries creates jobs, teaches teens home skills. They are having the kids earn a 
paycheck by leaning to rehab an abandoned building in the south side Englewood Neighborhood. At risk 



teens go side by side with professionals to learn a new trade. This Ministry is the focus of a 
neighborhood hero. Art Norman- Runs 2:07  
 
WEDNESDAY JUNE 28 2017 
 
CONSUMER- HOTEL PRICES DOWN- CHICAGO- 430PM-  
Prices for hotels are becoming more affordable this summer, which is good news as tourism in Chicago 
is growing. Our reporter shares tips on how to take advantage of the great deals. Kye Martin- Runs 1:39  
 
HOMETOWN HERO - - UMPIRE SAVES WOMAN-OAK LAWN/PITTSBURGH- 5PMPKG  
John Tumpane, a major league umpire talked a woman off the ledge of a bridge outside the Pittsburgh 
Pirates stadium just hours before he was going to ump a game. He explains what happened, in a very 
modest way.  To his hometown friends and family, that doesn’t surprise then, he's that nice of a man. 
EMILY FLOREZ RUNS- 2:22  
 
SECURITY- TSA SCREENING-CHICAGO-.WASHINGTON DC -10pm pkg- 
A new screening program is going into effect that could change a passengers experience on a plane. The 
Government is considering stepping up security rules for airlines or face banning all electronics on 
international flights. The government says there are real threats with bombs on laptops and want to 
make sure the U.S. transportation is secure. Chris Hush Runs 1:53  
  
WEATHER STORMS – BOONE COUNTY / CHICAGO- 10PMPKG 
Severe weather knocks out power, downs trees in Chicago area and northwest towns in Illinois. Heavy 
weather caused a tree to fall on an apartment on the south side. And high water caused some flooding 
in the Boone county area which has seen over 3 inches of rain in their town today. Natalie Martinez- 
Runs 1:43  
  
LAW ENFORCEMENT- VAN DYKE –CHICAGO -6PM PKG –  
The officer responsible for shooting and killing the 16 year old Laquan McDonald took the witness stand 
today in a hearing. During the questioning he says he talked about the night of the shooting, and the 
police investigation, including the response by his supervisor and other officers on the scene. Regina 
Waldroup- Runs 1:53 
 
GOVERNMENT- POWERBALL LEAVING STATE- PKG-  
Today is the last day in which Powerball tickets will include Illinois, before Friday at midnight’sdeadline. 
The Powerball and Mega Million announced they will no longer sell tickets if the state doesn't reach a 
budget agreement. Runs  
 
THURSDAY, JUNE 29 2017 
 
NBC 5 INVESTIGATES - ENVIRONMENT/GOVERNMENT- STATE PARKS- ILLINOIS- 10PM PKG-  
An investigation shows as summer arrives, state parks suffer. Much of it has to do with the lack of a 
state budget in which parks depend on money to keep the parks clean, safe and updated. Sierra Club 
president says this is beyond an emergency for the state parks. Carol Marin Runs  3:18  
  
SPORTS- BUTLER PHONE- MINNEAPOLIS/EVANSTON 10PM PKG   
An Evanston man tells his story of how he has gotten hundreds of calls intended for Jimmy Butler. The 
calls came after Butler announced his cell phone number at a press conference. But he was one digit off. 



The man who is the owner of that number was deluged with callers, and couldn't just change his 
number or not answer because he's out of work, and hopes to get interview offers.  But he remained 
good natured about the whole incident. Natalie Martinez-Runs 1:55  
  
POLITICS- ILLINOIS BUDGET- SPRINGFIELD-6PM/10PMPKG-  
In the midst of the state's worst budget crisis, the Senate Republican leader announced she is resigning 
effective July 1st. Her departure is a big loss for Republicans, because Christine Rodagno has been a big 
part of the negotiations for years. She says she wants to spend more time with her family. Phil Rogers - 
Runs 4:42 
 
TRANSPORTATION- TRAVEL BAN CHICAGO- 10PM PKG –  
Today President Trump’s new travel ban takes place and lawyers at O’Hare airport were standing by to 
help international travelers with any questions. Trina Orlando Runs 2:04  
 
 CIVIL RIGHTS- CHICAGO- 430pm PKG- 
Employees file racial discrimination lawsuit against Chicago Department of Water Management. They 
claim the department has had years of racial and sexual harassment on the job and the city looked the 
other way. Charlie Wojciechowski- runs 2:08 
 
 GOVERNMENT- BUSINESSES SHUTTERED- 5PM PKG-  
Three gold coast night clubs were shut down overnight by the city for health and fire violations. Signs 
were posted outside all three nightclubs. But one patron who frequents one of the clubs said it was 
always clean, safe. She questioned the city's actions. Lisa Chavarria -runs 2:22 
 
 
FRIDAY JUNE 30, 2017 
 
GOVERNMENT -BEVERAGE TAX-COOK COUNTY- PKG 
 A cook county judge has issued a temporary restraining order blocking Cook County tax on sugary 
drinks. It's a victory for the beverage industry and small businesses who say they will lose customers if 
the tax goes through, but Cook County officials say the tax is necessary to raise money to fight obesity in 
the county. Charlie Wojciechowski-Runs 1:57 
  
POLITICS- BUDGET DEADLINE - SPRINGFIELD-430PM/10PM PKG-  
The Illinois House and Senate have not reached an agreement on a state budget, causing the State of 
Illinois to start a third year without a state budget. The House plans on meeting on Saturday for a tax 
vote, but the Senate has adjourned until Monday, still waiting for a budget from the House is passed. 
Business officials and residents are frustrated with the inaction, as well as the fact that for the first time 
in history, the State of Illinois credit rating will fall into junk status. Powerball and Mega Million lotteries 
are also leaving the state, now that a budget has not passed. Phil Rogers- Runs 2:17 AND 1:46  
 
ENVIRONMENT- OIL FRIGHT TRAIN DERAILMENT- PLAINFIELD-10PM PKG - Plainfield officials evacuated 
some businesses surrounding a 20-car freight train derailment that occurred Friday night. EPA officials 
say 3 cars had punctures, which leaked up to 40 thousand gallons of crude oil on the ground. There were 
a total of 115 cars hiding from Canada to Louisiana with significant damage to rails. Trina Orlando-Runs 
1:52 

  
 


